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An Enjoyable Outing
letter
One
of
the merriest crowds of
pub.
open
letter
is
an
The following
who have ever embarked for
lished in the Solano Herald:
The Justice Of The Peace Court Was
Solano N. M. July 22 '08. pleasure, set out early Sunday morn- Republican Nominee Delivers Brilliant
ing and found what they had been
A Busy Place This Week.
Editor Herald,
Address Of Acceptance
paseeking at the Roy Orchard and Ranch.
a
note
in
By
I
chance
Dear sir:
on
Court
Peace
the
of
the
the
Justice
In
per I picked up, a proof notice which The jolly party spent the day on
William Howard Taft delivered his
Tuesday, two cases came up wherein leads ine to write you this letter. I watersof the laké, taking pictures and
the Territory of New Mexico was plain wish you would publish it not only as eating of a bountiful picnic and camp speech of acceptance of nomination at
tiff and Ed Wood defendant; one was a precaution in this particular case dinner, which consisted of all the good Cincinnati, Ohio July 28. Every charge
for attempting to sell goods without but as a warning to all who try to eatables and dainties to be obtained. made by the democrats was answered
license and the other for assault with obtain land unjustly.
In the afternoon the old Indian cave and the reforms advocated by Bryan,
words against the Deputy Sherifí R.
We ask when a homestead entryman was explored, once the camping ground were discussed and exposed in detail.
a great ovation by
H. Carson at Solana,
who intends to make final proof ad- and abode of a tribe of the Sioux. Mr. Taft was giv-In the case wherein Ed Wood was vertises his notice in a paper that does From this place many souvenirs of loyal supporters. He advocated policharged for selling goods without li- not cover the community in wnich the Indian curios were obtained. Late in cies inaugurated by Roosevelt and
cense was dismissed because no evi- land lies and offers to make proof be- the afternoon the crowd returned tired told of the necessity of divising some
dence was produced which showed fore a Commissoner a hundred miles but well pleased with their days out- means of permantly securing the prothat the defendant had violated any from where lays dont it look as some- ing. Those who composed the merry gress already made. ''The chief funclaw.
thing was wrong? The fact is that party were: Mr. H. Goodman and tion of the next administration is
In the case wherein he was charged something is wrong, in this case if we Max Karlsruher and families, Misses to cinch what has been done" Said
for assault with words, the defendant may judge by what we hear from those Josephine' Roy, Grace Romine andr, Mr. Taft.
Ad-leThe difference between Republican
was fined $10.00 and costs, but latter of our residents who have been here Eugenia Roy ,Mesdames Roy and
Democratic
Evans
Dr.
policies and platforms,
Roy,
E.
H.
conJ.
Messers
with
to
fine
According
know.
the
to
enough
long
remitted
Justice,
the
and the destructive policy of the Demdition that he leave town within 24 our informants, any person contesting Roy Wood and Richard Phalon.
ocratic platform were laid bare. "The
this place could win it and for a proof
hours which he did .
Republican Doctrine." said Mr. Taft,
place
totake
allowed
be
to
kind
of
this
Larrazola Coming
On Wednesday a case was brought
is that a tariff shall be imposed on all
protest
to
be
fair
would
not
without
I have received advise from the Ter imported products whether of the
against R. H. Carson for assault and
y,
your neighbor, much less to the
ritorial Democratic Central Commit
battery to which charge he plead guilty
mine
or
farm.sutticiently
great
.speak
to
We
are
yourself.
or
and the court fined him five dollars ing with reference to the mile strip of tee, that the Hon. .0. A. Larazola equal the difference between the cost
will speak at Roy on the 25th day of
and costs.
land cornering a quarter north of rail August at8:.'i01 M. intheBushkeviiz of production abroad and at home and
that this difference should include the
In the afternoon a case came up road crossing at Solano, known as
Hall, and at 9;:iOA. M. of August 26th difference between the high wages
wherein Oscar Blunk was charged with theS12 SW 4 and S 2 SE 4
he will speak at Solano.
paid in this country and the wages
burglary and larceny of about $12.00 Sec. 22, Township 19 N. Range 27 L.
Everv one is cordially invited to paid abroad. A system of
lie
I
Meurett.
Thos.
of
protection
my
friend?
from the house
What do you think about it
attend and hear what he has to say thus adopted and put in force
has led
.
..
truly,
Yours
money belonged to a brother E. F.
.
This invitation is extended to ail, re to theestablishment of arate of wages
A Citizen.
who was ihe complainant in the case.
gardless of party, as I want the citiThe defendant was bound over to aWe aereé with vou that if it is the zens of Roy to show the visitors of here which has greatly enchancei the
Standard tpf living of , the. laboring
waitthe action of the Grand Jury. case in this, particular or any pther,
for that matter, that protest snoum oe both parties the hospitality, of the Roy man." .
He gave bond for his appeareau3 in made.
people and I would suggest to every
Mr. Taft went further and spoke upa- the sum of $300.
It is well however to know or be
Democrat or Republican to show the on the Rights of Labor, Dangerous
'
,.' coming Republican De'.egiks the
Today the case of A. S. Bushkevitz ble to prove all assertions. '.
at.acts of Courts, Currency System,
Editor.
comes
Co.
Railroad
Dawson
same courtesy as shown to the Hon. Army and Navy,
vs the
Porto Rico, Cuba,
is
ANSWER TO ABOVE 0PFN LETTER
A. Larazola.
up for a hearing. Mr. Bushkevitz
Philippines, Concervation of National
for
Company
J. Floersheim
suinw the Railway
Resourses and closed his brilliant ad- In The Solano Herald, July
damages, for killing two hogs near Published
Ter. Com. Man" dress by
'
telling of the differences- of
Vol'.
17.
1, No.
25th,
Roy. The Railway Company refused
the two parties; "Prosperity with Renot
were
to settle, claiming that they
Crop Reports
The citizen who wrote the open let
publican success; Business disaster
man and not a
obliged to fence against hogs.
ter had bettor
crops
with Democratic victory."
of
report
government
The
name. We would
It is a about time that the Railway coward. and sigufíiis mm
shows
States
United
the
throughout
an
a
proper
to
give
of
jtCkable
then
Co. be made to fence their right
swer.
the per centava of the normal to be:
TTr.du.. our statute thev are li- .
'
,
reason
thatthe
the
firstplac3
the
82.6 as compared with 83.6, the
corn-In
He Understood.
able for double damages if the right
Sola- average per cent of the last tea years;
the
in
published
not
was
ice
not
of wav is not fenced within 6 months
A
teacher
of the primary class in a
po87.6;
consider
we
not
with
did
no HeraW, is that
wheat 8.1.4 as compared
from data when road has been comple
Sunday
certain
school had for her
91.6;
to
with
publish
which
to
in
compared
8:1.6
paper
as
legal
tatoes
it a
ted.
final proof notices, as the paper is a bacco, 8o.6 as compare! with 810; su- hobby "the prevention of cruelty to
new one established at Solano, exist- gar cane fll.7 as compared with 89.3; animals," and always endeavored to
Socorro For Andrews
ing only seventeen weeks with the last sugar beet 83.9 as cm nred with S'J.2; gain a point along the line, no matter
what the lesson was about.
One
coun
issue, the law provides tr.at a paper oats 85.7 as compared with 87.5.
July
M.
Socorro, N.
Sunday to make the illustration
v
at
this
crops
which
six
months,
tha
show
least
at
that
published
Reports
convention
be
renublican
tv
more vivid, she drew a picture of a
held in this city yesterday named the least thai is the requirements of the year are about the nortnil average of
worm upon the blackboard with the
1,
re
local
land
of
the
at
to
years
ten
July
the
Receiver
and
delegates
Register
those of the last
fnllowinsr men as
- following inscription
above it: "This
largbe
to
what
is
some
general
no
circulation
convention
acreage
has
this
offices,
thatthe
also
publican territorial
Sowith cora selling at 71 cents a is a worm do not step on it"
at Santa Fe, August IS: Francis- of any kind, we would venture safely
"Now Willie," said she "do you"
nn Luna v Chavez, Jose E. Torres,Le to say it has not got 100 paid up bona bushel; wheat at 85 cents; braa a! $!;
$1.50
fully
itunderstand what I have been
at
Wallace
chops
misrepresents
H.
corn
it
subscribers,
$1.15
and
fide
James
shorts at
andrc Baca,
H. M self in everv respect, like it does all in Kansas City and Chicago, it does telling you about our illustration on
Mayer,
Anton
Abeytia,
Abram
Richards.D. A. Ortega, S. G. Baca other matters prctaining to Solano. not resemb'e a calamity a.iJ panic so the' board?
Yes'm said Willie.
H The paper in which we have published much as some of our would-b- e poliA. C. Abeytia, W. E. Martin and
sa:d Mrs B., "to show the
"Well"
the
official
of
an
is
notice,
orgjm
suggeing.
in
are
were
this
tick
O. Bursum. The delegates
you understand, you may
that
class
Mora,
the
in
published
of
County
re
s
the
for
n
a
unit
j tmts
'
and read the inscrip
pointer
the
take
years,
five
so
mir,atinn of W. H. Andrews as del Countv of Mora for
America Gaining
above
picture."
the
tion
taken
legal
was
course
and
proper
the
egate to congress.
In th9 great International Olympic
Willie took the pointer and proced
Now as to proving up regally on
being held in London, in which ed to read: "This is a warm dough
giimes
say
this claim referred to, I wish to
nutstep on it.
that the author of the article had bet everv christian nation is ccirpturg
Clerks Needed In The
America is fast calting down the lead
those
of
might
one
he
be
careful,
be
ter
Forestry Service
It
gained.
he is talking about, there are which the British have
'
Notice
Civil parties
and Eng
America
between
fiaht
a
is
waMnirton. July 24.-- The
who
many
people
in
Solano
a cood
have
'
notice
athletes
issued
18th
our
of July 1903 strayOn
Although
day
the
has
Service Commission
are holding claims outside that are land.
climate
of
an
change
two
by
one bay brand
stolen
n
horses;
heia
will
be
ed
or
hampered
that examinations
not complying with the letter of the been
they
to secure
decisions,
shoulder
West
the
on
right
ed
and one
P
the
cuestionable
of
and
cities
when
important
law. ''Betttir not throw stones
duty
kpint on with thai undaunted dark bay branded Y on right hip. I
hum
yourself."
house
vein'
glass
a
clerks in the forest service for
you
naso characteristic of wm
$5.00 to any one who will
at the headquarters of the various
If W author of the aforesaid articl courage which is
is
fast
from
America
pay
people.
for me.
same
places
The
American
the
tional forests.
will Hwv.USP his name we will give him
place
with other nations
jose Dolores Medina
are
There
popularity
year.
a
gaining
$1,200
answer.
to
$900
a more respectable
by
and
national
sportsmnnship
H0y N. M.
all
by her clean
Citizen,
tobe filled in practically
"
'
"
athletics.
developed
physically
west.
Garcia.
B.
J.
her
forests in the
An Open

Busy Week In Court
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TAFT'S SPEECH

TRY THIS ORANGE

CUSTARD.

Confection That Will Be Appreciated
on a Hot Day.
A delightful dessert, called orange
custard, is made by taking the Juice
of a sweet orange and half the rind,
which has been boiled until tender.
After it has cooled and has been beaten fine in a mortar,
a
of brandy should be added
with the orange Juice, half a cup
sugar and
or more of granulated
the yolks of four eggs. Into this
mixture is poured two cups of boiled
cream or rich milk, and the whole
beaten until the custard is cold; then
it tihould be poured into custard cups,
with a bit of preserved orange placed
on the top of each cup, and served at
once or set away to cool.
Butter and orange Juice is prepared
by mixing the juice of three sweetened
oranges with as many teaspoonfuls of
rose water, then adding the
yoks of six eggs, the whites of four
and two cupfuls of powdered sugar.
The mixture should be stirred over a
slow Are till it thickens, then a
of butter should be poured
into a dessert dish and set away to

PI

ALCOHOL 3 PER

cent

--

AVcgelableRtparalionforAs--

'
aunuaiuiginefooaanuiieGula-tin(ite Stomacbs andBowds of

Just-as-go-

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.

Opium.Morphine norMiacraU

NOT N ARC OTICt
JhyxafOMJkSMWJnMt
PbmpkmSid'
JhiSmna

table-syocnfu-

,

him

Será-h'w-

VIENNOISE PUDDING IS GOOD.

t'lmr.

Dessert Dish That Should Be Server
with Sweet Sauce.

Aperfect Remedy forConsflpa-Ho, Sour Stomach.Dlarrta
Worms jConvulsious.revensB

od

What js CASTORIA

Phjmofcs DigestionJCkerfui
ncssandtest.Containsneler

well-beate- a

:ool.

The Kind You llave Always Bought, and whicli has been
In use for over 30 years, has home the signatnre of
9
and has been made under his per- sonal supervision since itsfnfancy.
4íayy, tkcAM, Allow no one to deceive you in thia.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and"
"are but
Experiments that trifle "with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children Experience against Experiment

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ness antlLoss or Sleep, j
Put two t'ablespoonfuls of granulatsugar
pan
over the
ed
into a. small
PacSinuli Signature of
fire; let it melt and become a rich
to
allow
not
black;
brown color, but
then add
cocl for a few minutes,
NEW YORK.
s
of a pint of milk. 1
will at first cause the sugar to set In
a hard lump. That is quite right;
merely stir it over the fire (or a few
'Guaranteed undertnei-oominutes, and as the milk bscomes hot
the sugar wi'.l remelt.
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
three
Mix together in a basin
ounce3 cf cleaned sultana rai3inj,
three tablsscccaiub of susar, the
gr'ated rind and strayed juice 'of one
The Spoiled Child.
small lemon and .five ounces of bread
"No," growled little Willie, "I don't
cut into small cube3 like ordinary
dice. Add the colored milk and allow want that big pink necktie on."
"It doesn't matter what you want,
to remain in a cool place for ten min
replied
his mother, "you must have it
ute.3. Beat up two ess and add them
wine on."
with on9 glas3 of home-mai"Well, if you put it on me I'll cry all
Let soak for 15 minutes. Pour the
mixturo Into a buttered mold. Twist over it and that'll spoil it." Philadel
a i iece of buttered paper over the phia Press.
tcp. Put the mold In the steamer for
'
Your Druggist Will Tell You
about one hcur. Turn out and serve
That Murine Mvo Ilenieilv Cures lives,
with sweet sauce.

ALWAYS

Boars the Signature of

j

.

three-quarter-

mm

The

KM You Have Always Bought
in Use For Over
THE

30

Years

CINTÍUB COMPANY. TT MUHHAV TBIET, NIW VCMH CITY.

e

Makes Weak Myes Strong. Doesn't Smart.
Soothes Kye Pain and Sells for 50c.

Frosh Rolls Daily.
When molding out the leaves sel.
aside anv desired quantity of the
deuch into the ice box. If kept per
fed ly cold this will remain sweat an
indefinite toe and can be shaped into
rolls, used as basis for a raisin bread
coffee cake, or In any way desired
Allow about 2'o hours in a warm
place for raising the dough. If rolls
are desired for breakfast mold them
the last thins before retiring and set
thsm where they will not be too
warm. They will be ready for the oven
in the morning. In this way fresh
bread stuff in a variety of kind3 may
be had all through the week.
For raisin bread add to two cups of
s
of a cup of sugar
the dough
and a cup of s?eded raisins. Mix thor
oughly and let raise three hours.

ni iéí

As the soil, however rich It may
be, cannot be productive without cul
ture, so the mind without cultivation
can never produce good fruit. Seneca.
ITS. St. Vitas Unncn anil Norvmi DlspafwB permanently enred ty hi. Kline'nUreat Nerve Restorer.
Send for KKKK fc.lK) trial botllo anrt treatise. Dr.
K. H. KUne. la., Wl Arch Street. Philadelphia, I'o,

The fear of death Is never strong
In him who has learned how to live.
SyTon.
Mr,, Window's goothlwr
gum., reduce, to.
For children teethlnir, nafton the collu.
S5c a bottle.
)' Plo. Ws wM
namwtloo,

woman Is more dangerA
ous than a bare faced lie.
two-face- d

two-third-

c0LLECE

Allen'

Font-Eas- e,

a Powder

Forswollen, sweating feet, (Iveslnstant relief. The
original pow4er fur the foot, 26o at all liruuiilsts.

Perk Salad.
One large , cupful roast or boiled
pork, chorred fnc. One boiled potato,
with one tabléspoonfuj butter,
fn- - iea3poor.ful dry mustard; two
pickles, chopped; twq
eigs, chopped; black pepper,
salt and vinejar to mix smooth.

d

jhtf-'"-

1

h

iVi'iV

AND

Principal of Stenographic Department Is a Court Reporter. Principal or
Bookkeeping Department Is a Public Accountant and Auditor, Send for catalogues, 173 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado,
To Spread Temperance Cause,
Mrs. Katherlne L. Stevenson has
been commissioned by1 the InternationChristian Temperance
al V.'cman's
Union to make a tour through China,
Japan and Hawaii. She Is to visit the
most Important educational institutions of the three countries and
to the facultles' and students the
temperanco measures adopted by the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union,

n

Basta Perforation Marks.
The right kind of a doctor leaves
Instead of using lead pencils, chalk, well enough alone,
tracing wheels to mark perforations
when cuttins cut a pattern, run a
bas lni thread through each perfora
lien. Leave it a good length, kpot at
each end, and when pattern is re,
moved null double folds of material
apart, cut thread in center, and knot
ends. By this method the material is
not disfigured, perforations are exactly where they should be, and only one
pinning on pattern is necessary.

hard-boile-

mm

LIVE STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS

ELECTROTYPES

In iroat variety for al at the lowest prices by
i. N. kn wi.(mV8iirkH.,o.. u".a.i'si

.(m.

mm
n mm'

JUiD

HAY

FEVER

Tf y'pu inffep, call or
Wlito IP ftt uni-- and learn

of soirieililnd Voil will be grate.
tul for the rest of your life. Rev, J. li
Radsk. 822 Brnndwqy, Denver, Colorada,

DAISY FLY

laeaj
KItXtH lurwtl
I

nywhe
ud kills

Neat,
II
mtmental.
viea.i
iur.venli.iit.ulieap.

fill
an. Absolutely
lianplen. eoniiot
eplll ti tip over,
will not roll or Injure any th In p
Imuran. eed effective. ofallileMiiTH,
iwSi
or mt pr- paid for
r
n u lUkth I) Mukk. liu lir kilk Ar., BnHikl;a,B.l.
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TOILET ANTISEPTIC
Keeps the breath, teeth, mouth and body
antiseptically clean and free from un
lieal'hy germ-lif- e
and disagreeable odors,
which water, soap and tooth preparations
nlone cannot do. A
germicidal, disia
(ecting and deodorizing toilel requisite
exof exceptional
cellence and economy. Invaluable
(or inflamed eyes,
throat and nasal and
uterlnu catarrh. At
drug and toilet

store,

50

cents, or

by mail postpaid.
Large Trial Sample
"HMITH AND EVTV'' 99K CNT NttS
THE PAjiTOM TOILET CC,B05t0BJMiS3,
WITH

WIDOWS'undet
by

rENSIONS
W. N.

U

N EW LAW obtained
JOHN W. MORRI8,
Washington, S. U

DENVER,

NO. 31, 1908.

IN

Aim In Biblical times,' Is believed to
be the inside terminus of this old sew-er- .
and the "troubling of the waters"
which was the signal for those who
watched, to descend Into the pool Is
supposed to be due to the periodical
bubbling of the Bprlng beneath.
In ancient Rome sewers were
of as much
Importance as

WOMhD

d

ÓT LOUIS BUILDING AN JMIENéE
DRAINAGE

SYSTEM

niiiiinininii

.
I
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The big sewers of Paris have gained
a world-wid- e
notoriety; sewers in
which the criminal classes could hide
and escape detection, and big enough
to permit
boats sailing
through them. But now one American
city at least has, or rather has in the
course of construction, a sewer which
far exceeds in size anything which
Paris possesses, or any other city of
the world, for that matter. It is big
enough to permit a big tug to steam
through its bricked and cemented
walls. It is known as the Harlem
Creek sewer and will be 29 feet in
diameter In Its lp.rgest section and
from 27,1661 to 18 feet In the smaller
sections, the main section and the two
branches measuring over four miles
in extent and the whole draining more
than 6,000 acres of land. There are
longer sewers than this, and there are
drainage systems, not sewers, which
drain much larger tracts of land, but
there is no sewer in the world that
combines such great size with extent
of area drained, and there Is no city
drainage system in the world that In
aLy way compares with it.
t
To the average person a
sewer means nothing at all, because
Ihe usual man or woman knows little
about sewers; but to engineers and
contractors it means something stupendous in sewer construction. Sixteen feet has heretofore been the extreme size for city sewers, and most
sewers are from 10 to 12 feet In
diameter, with branch lines very much
smaller,' in some cases only a foot or
18 Inches in diameter.
When these
figures are considered and compared
with the dimensions of the Harlem
Creek sewer, even the uninitiated cannot fall to see what an enormous work
the city of St. Louis has in hand in
Its new sewer, The Harlem Creek
sewer is nearly twice as large in its
internal diameter as any other sewer
yet built. From its lowest point to
the top of the arch It is more than
twice the height of a
times the
room and almost three
height of the ordinary modern ceilings.
From the surface of the water when
the sewer runs at ordinary capacity
to the top of the arch is 19 feet 0
i.iches, or half again the height of the
Gasoline launches
ordinary room.
could sail up this sewer without difficulty at any stage of water, and when
the flow is low a tugboat would have
no trouble in steaming from one end
oí the large section to the other. If
the bottom of the sewer were level, a
loaded van could drive through it and
still have room to spare at the top.
The Harlem Creek sewer was begun July 13, 1906, and Sewer Commissioner Fardwell expects to have thu
public sectiou, or that section running
rom Florissant avenue to the river,
fair-size-

d

high-ceiline- d

ÉáiikMMü

completed within another year. The
entire system will probably not be
finished for three or four years more,
and all the connecting lines will not
be laid till the section drained becomes more thickly populated.
The popular Idea- - of large sewers
nils been gained from the lurid pictures which Victor Hugo and Eugene
Sue have drawn of the sewers of Paris,
and from what the many less Illustrious writers have said of the sewers
of London and other European cities.
London has the most complicated
aid longest sewer system owing to its
great extent and enormous population, but there is no.fcity in Eurtipe,
as there are none of any slze'ln America except St. Louis which does liot
have to treat the sewage before

cag-bag-

of it.

The elaborate pumping stations
which the sewer departments of New
York and Chicago are obliged to maintain for sanitary reasons cost those
cities thousands of dollars every year,
while the treating plants In European
sewer systems are the must important
and expensive parts of the systems.
St; Louis has none of this to contend
with, having unexcelled natural drainage with a river Into which to empty
its sewage, which Is of such a character that it, purifies itself without arti'
The sewage prob
ficial assistance.
km is, say engineers, one of the simplest with which St. Isolds has to
for It yactically solves Itself. Therefore it is all the more remarkable that
that city should be able to boast of
In
the largest sewer in existence.
most instances ;reat difficulties to be
overcome give", rise to great results,
but here is a case of a great result
without the stimulus of a great diffl- "culty, und the city should take all the
more credit for Its enterprise on '.hat
account.
The sewer question is a wonderfully
iiiieresting one from other standpoints
than that of sanitation.
Though supposed to be absolutely, a modern subject, it is one of the ;uost ancient of
problems and'ws studied as long ago
as the time of .Solomon.
The o'.dest
sewer in the world was built by King
.

di-n-

Solomon

and.., extended-fro-

aqueducts. The oldest sewers, or
cloacae, were built by Tarquinius
Priscus, about 200 B. C, while the largest, the Cloaca Maxima, was in use
26 centuries, and was only abandoned
within the last ten years. The Cloaca
Maxima was ten feet six incheslde
and 14 feet high in the Interior, with a
solid masonry wall on all sides. The
Intercepting sewers were open channels five feet wide, and are described
as large enough for a loaded hay cart
to drive through without .difficulty.
In ancient Rome only the streets and
the public buildings were connected
with the sewers, and householders had,
therefore, to carry waste water and
garbage into the street and throw It
Into the open sewers. In recent years
the municipality of Rome has Installed
a fine modern sewer system, and the
abundant supply of water which the
ariunducts of the ancient Romans
have provided renders the flushing of
the sewers an easy matter, and gives
the city one of the most satisfactory
drainage systems In Europe.
When the United States consul at
Marseilles wrote to the mayor of the
city for permission to make investigations with regard to the disposal of
garbage, sewage and other city waste,
for his government, he was answered
in this wise:
"Garbage is one of the finest dishes
of the place. Well cooked and nicely
prepared, as they do It in the country,
it Is something exquisite."
As an example of Gallicizing of the
"American" language, this is a gem.
A.i a hint ' to American sanitary officers, it is more, it is sublime. With
its new garbage reduction plant and
18 splendid new sewers, St. Louis bids
fair to soon dispose of its offensive refuse so effectively that the people of
the city will be like the mayor of Mar
seilles, unnble to distinguish between
the thing, garbage, and another thing
t!e name of which it -- esembles,
and in another onarter of a century may make the same reply if asked
the same question.

within

m

the walls of Jerusalem to a point outside the walls," here thewaste which
it carried was used to fertilize the
vineyards and gardens of the farmers
of the immediate neighborhood. According to recent discoveries made in
the vicinity, it is believed that this
feet In
8iwer, which was a tunnel
diameter, built ofjmasonry, was abandoned becav;3i a spring which, supplied
water to a " irtlon of the cfry was diverted from' lix cowse whea the sewer
Tr.v ptol cf
was . tct:strucK'r.
Bethesda, the hettM'.ig waters of wWib.
were eagerly sought by the 111 aad lu-

li

Pigeon Joint Recessional.
A little fellow who sings in the
choir of a Long Island village church
's the happy possessor of tame pigeons. One of them follows him to the
pretty vine covered place of worship
and during the sermon coos and, flut-

ters among the crimson ramblers at

the open window. One recent Sunday
when the recessional began the bird
flew in and circled about the little
fellowV head until he reached the
choir room door. It then flew out and
waited to escort its small owner
home.

A SURGICAL

OPERATION

If there is any one thing that a
woman dreads more than another it
is á surgical operation.
We can state without fear of a
contradiction that there are hundreds, yes, thousands, of operations
performed upon women in our hospitals which are entirely unnecessary and many have been avoided by

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
For proof of this statement read
the following letters.
Mrs. Barbara Base, of Kingman,
Kansas, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
" For eight years I suffered from the

most severe form of female troubles and
was told that an operation was my only
hope of recovery. I wrote Mrs. Pinkham
for advice, and took Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, and it has saved
Rather a "Josh."
Hildegarde Hetherington, the editor my life and made me a well woman."
Mrs. Arthur It. House, of Church
O Lovers"
column,
of the "List
Road, Moorestown. N. J., writes :
sneeied.
"I feel it is my duty to let people
"Here is somebody trying to gtt
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegegay," she said to the book reviewer. know what
table Compound tins done for me. I
"Trying to kid my column. Listen to suffered from female troubles, and last
his dope:
March my physician decided that an
am a farmer operation was necessary. My husband
"Dear List O Lovers
of 57 years, five feet three. Inclined to objected, and urged me to try Lydia
embonpoint, and am considered very E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
and y
I nm well and strong."
I have two pigs, and as
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
I am running short of bacon, I want to
For thirty years Lydia E. Ilnk-ham- 's
kill one of them for suiting, but as I
Vegetable Compound, made
love both of them dearly, 1 don't know
and from roots and herbs, has been the
which to destroy. One is blue-eyefair, a pretty and gentle little darling, standard remedy for female ills,
answering to the name of Lillian. The and has positively cured thousands of
other, Enid, is reserved and stately, women who have been troubled with
black-hairewith proud black eyes, displacements, inflammation, ulcerabut of a very upright and generous tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
disposition. Having lost both my fa- periodic pains, and backache.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick
ther and mother, I wish you to tell me
which pig will make the best bacon women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
for me. Ronald A."
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
'

1

to-da-

good-lookin-

d

Metaphysics.
Scottish blacksmith, being asked
the meaning of metaphysics, replied:
"When the party whn listens disna
ken what the party wha speaks
means; and when the party wha
speaks dlsna ken what he means him-sel- '
that's metaphysics."
A

Important Advantage.
The" man who is a stepfather lias
one Important advantage. His wife
crn't set up the claim that the children inherited all their disagreeable
An

traits

from him.

It has been stated cn British authority that American immigrants into Canada are taking f 50.000,000 worth
of property ntc that ccuutiy each
year.
1

SiCií SEA0ACI1E
CARTER'S

OlTTLE

IflVER

j

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
audToo Hearty
Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Coaled Tougue, Fain In the

Side,

The? regulate the Bowels.

TORPID LIVER.

Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

CARTERS

Genuine Must Bear
Signatura
Fac-Simi- le

IflVER

jj PILLS-

-

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

County Proceedings.

Alvino Martinez, expense in as$24.85
sessors office ,
Alvino Sártinez, commision as asJuly 9, 1908.
The board met in regnlar ses- sessor for 1907 and 1908 $304.59
Tha board adjourns until! 9
sion and present the Hon. Juan
a. ni. July 10th 1908.
o'clock
Dama-cide Mata Mafes, present;
Tafoya and Geo. Santistevaft,
members; Juan JNavanc, secreta
Notice lor Publication. v
ry by his deputy E. H. Bierñbaúm United States Land Office, Clayton,
anb Juan B. Martinez, sheriff.
13, 1908.
New Mexico,-JunIn the assessment of Indalicio Notice is hereby given that BenjaEsaiuval. the board orders cut min F. Brown, of Gould, County of
down $72. per $15. more on his Union, New Mexico, has filed in this
real estate.
office his application to enter under
In the assessment of W, H. provisions of Sections 23067 of the
Wdlcox, the board orders cut Revised Statutes of the United States
down $120. on his lots in Roy, N. the Lot Two, (no. 2) of Section 22,
M.
Township 18 N, Range 28 E, N. M.

Song and Insectivorous Birds; killSynopsis of the U. S.
ing
or injury prohibted. Penalty, $50
Government Land Law.
fine and 30 days imprisonment.
All men and women over

21

OPEN SEASON FOR FISH.

years of age, widows, and persons under 21 years of age who
are the heads of families, who

Mountain Trout (all species) with
rod, hook and line only; May 15th to
October 15th of each year. Size limit,
are not owners of more than 160 not less than 6 inches. Weight limit,
acres of land, who are citizens or 15 pounds per day. Penalty, $50 fine
have declared their intention to and 00 days imprisonment.
become citizens of the United Bass (large and small mouth specStates are qualified to make a ies) with rod, hook and line only;
homestead entry.
May 15th to October 15th of each year.
Not later than six months from Weight limit, 25 pounds per day.
date of entry the- - homestead Penalty, $59 fine and 60 days imprisclaimant must establish his resi- onment. Unlawful to sell, or expose
dence upon the land, and after or offer for sale, or for any common
fourteen months of actual resi- carrier, express company, agent or
dence, if he has resided upon and employe thereof,, to receive or have in
cultivated the land, can commute possession or transport for market
or pay for the land at the rate of any game animals, birds or fish pro$1.25 per acre, when .the claim- tected by law in this Territory. Pen

ant will receive patent to the land
from the government. It claimant does not wish to commute; he
can reside continuously upon the
land five years, and upon filling
proof that he has done so, will
receive a patent to the land.
Soldiers who served in the war
of the rebellion, the Spanish or
the Philippine wars are entiled
to have the time of service not
exceeding four years counted as
residence on the land.
The widow of a deceased soldier who never used his homestead right, can make a soldier's
homestead entry and is required
to reside' personally on the land
for one year. If a widow of a
deceased soldier has died or
again married, his minor children, through a guardian, can
make a soldier's homestead en-

o

In the assessment of Esque-pul- a Meridian.
Truijllo the board orders Any and all persons claiming adcut down $150, on his real estate. versely the land described, or desiring
Now the matter of one petition tó object because of the mineral character of the land or for any other rea-

alty,

$100 fine.
of Solano, soliciting a new preThe use of dynamite, drugs, or per cinct and said petition is accommitting saw dust to pass into any of panied by 68 signatures, the
the public waters of this Territory in board takes the action as to wit:'
which are game food fish is a felony. The petition is approved and a
Trespassing on posted private prop new precinct is created and is
erty prohibited.
Penalty, $100 fine known as precinct No. 24 of Moand 60 days imprisonment.
ra County, with the following
W. E. Griffen, Warden.
boundaries; on the north by the
F. A. Roy, Deputy.
south line of township 19, and on

Leyes de Caza y Pesca.
DEL TERRITORIO de NEUVO MEXICO.
Según Enmendadas por la Asambla
Legislativa 37ma, p en efecto desda y
después de Marzo 21, 1907..
ESNACION de CAZA
. Venrdo con cuernos,
solamente con
fusil: Octubre 15 a Noviembre 30 de
cada ano. Limite un venado. Pena;
$100,00 multa y 60 dias de encarcela"
miento.
Carnero
Alce,
Cimarron, Nutria,
(codorniz blanco,) prohib-d- o
Ptarmigan
try.
...
se maten, cabtrren o dañen, en
If a homestead claimant dies, todoquetiempo.
Pena $500.00 milita y 90
the land goes to the widow, if he
encarcelamiento.
dias
heirs.
his'
to
not
leaves one; if
Neither the widow nor the heirs Antílope, Faisanes, Codornkes, del
Palomas Silvestres portejidos
are required to live on the land orient, Mayo
13, 1910.
Pena $100. mulhasta
.
improv-mentsbut must keep ; up the
ta y 60 dias da encarcelamiento.
.
Tórtolas solo con fusil; Julio 15 a
Any homesteader, who by fail1 de cada ano.
Pena $100 multa
ure of crops, sickness or any Mayo
y 60 dias da encarcelamiento.
un
is
casualty
other unavoidable
able to make a living for himself delGallina silvestre, Perdices, Gallinas
ampo rsolo con fusil; Octubre
and family on his claim, can sey Diciembre de cada ano
Npvembre
cure á leave of absence not ex
$100 y 60 dias de encarcelamie-ñta- ,
Pena,
leave
a
When
one year.
'

céeding
of absence is granted, the time
Pájaros Cantores y insedtivores so
the settler is absent must be porhiba que se maten o injurien. Pemade up at the end of five years na, 50 multa y 30 dias de encarcelaresidence and cultivation require miento.
ed by law.
estancion de Pesca

con vara,
anzuelo y sedal solamente: Mayo 15 a

Truchas(todas especias)

Game and Fish Laws
Octubre 15 de cada ano' Limite da taOf tha Territory of New Mexico, as
maño no icemos que 6 pulgadas. Liamended by the 37th Legislative Asmite de peso 15 libras par dia. Pena
sembly and in force from and after
$50 multa y 6o dias de encarcelamieno.
March 21st, 1907.
Perca (especies de boca grande y
OPEN SEASON FOR GAME.
con vara, anzuelo y sedal solDeer with horns with gun only; amente: Mayo 15 a Octubre 15 de cada
October 15th to November 30th of each
ano. Pena 50 inulta y 60 dias de enyear, Limit, one daer. Penalty, $100 carcelamiento.
Elk,
fine and (0 days imprisonment.
para
o
ilegal
exponer
vender,
Sera
Mountain Sheep, Beaver, Ptarmigan;
o ofrecer para vender, o para cualqukilling, capturing or injuring prohiiera ferrocarril, compania de expaeso
bits at all times. Penalty. $500 fine
agente o emplado de ellas, para recib
and 90 days imprisonment.
o tener en posesión, q trrsporlar
ir
Antelope,' Pheasants, Bob White
mercado cualquiera de los anipara
Quail, Wild Pigeon; protected until
aves o pescadas protejidos bor
males,,
March 13, 1910. Penalty , $100 fine and
este Territorio, ,tPena,$100.de
en
ley
(0 days imprisonment.'
,
multa.
Turtle Dove with gun only; July
El uso de dinamita drogas, o per15th to May 1st of each year. Penalty,
mitiendo que pase rscerrin a cualqui;
$100 fine and 60 days imprisonmsnt.
era de las aguas publicas del TerritoWild Turkey, Mountain Grouse; rio en la cual se hallr pescado sera
Prairie Ghicken with gun only; Octo una felonía.
ber, November and December of each
Se prohibe trespases propiedad, priyear. Penalty, $100 fine and (0 days
vada en la cual hay avisos colocados
'
'
imprisonment.'
Pena. $100 y 60 dias de encarcal amienQuail (native or crested) with gun
:,
to.
onlv: October. November; Decemler
W. E." Griffin,
Guardian de Caza y Pesca.
and January of each year." Penalty,
F. A. Roy, Deputado.
$100 fine and (0 days imprisonm?nt.
a)

t

"''.

'
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the south dividing line of San
Miguel and Mora counties, on the
east by the fifth dividing line of
Union and Mora counties and on
the west by the east rim rock of
Red river canyon,, being the same
lines of school district No.36.
Now the courts appoints Basi:
Garcia, as Justice of the Peace
and Richard Carson as Constable
until the successor shall be elcted
and qualified.
Now a petition is presented by
the citizens of Wagon Mound asking for a change of roads in the
precinct No; 12 so that they will
correspond as near to the legal
government line as possible, in
the road known as the Wagon
Mound and Colmór. The board
leaves the same under consideration until next term and have ordered notices set in different
places from the begining of said
road to the end, so if there is any
objections by any person it can
be presentad to the bond.
Now in the matter of the petition of the re s'dets of Chacon,
with the respect or change to a
certain road to have the same discontinued, this matter was left
under consideration since June
5th until this terra and not being
iny objections presented the
was discontinued.
Now the doard appoints Marci-lMontoya. Justice of the Peaee,
for precinct no. 10.
Accounts Approved.
M. A, Sanchez, for mdse. for the

o

'
jail
Max Lucero,

son, to its disposal to applicant
should file their, affidavits of protest
on or before August 2nd, 1908.
'
Edward W. Fox,
;

Register.,

22t4

;

NOTICE.

The Mora County Normal In-

stitute will convene on the.. 17th
day of August, A. D. 1908, at
Wagon Mound, Mora Co., N. M.
All teachers desiring to' teach
school in Mora county are requested to be on hand at opening'

of the Institute and to. remain
throughout the entire session.
The Institute conductor will be
Prof. John H. Vaughan, and will
continue for two weeks. On the
last two days the examination
will take place.

Ricardo Martinez,

.

Supt. Public Schools, Mora Co.,
N. M.
v

Warning To Live Stock Owners.

I again wish to call the attention of
all live stock owners to herd their cattle and pen up their hogs, as' the law
forbids live stock to be running loose
at large.
I also wish to inform the property
owners of the town" to, clean up about
their premises so as to avoid diseases.
All rubbish and waste paper should
be put in waste boxes and barrels and
burned.

Guadalupe Garcia,
Justice of the Peace
í

,

an! Health

i

Officer.

To Let.

Ranch Good grass, permanent wa
ter, controls range for 200 cattle, first
class place for a dry yéár, as grass is
good now. Also pasturage for cattle,
horses and mules. For particulars
address L. P. Upton, Solano, N.' M. ;
or call at upton nancn,
Uinta
'
' 26t2
Canyon.
,
.

la

.

$59.05.

barbering for the

Para Alquilar

.

un

$3.50
prisioners '
Rancho con buen sacate 200 reces,
Juan B. Martinez sheriffs salary pasteo de primer clase, para un ano
jail guard and other services $367. seco el sacate esta en buena
cendiclon.
Juan ii Martinez, services in para pastear reces caballos muías,
$102.
criminal cases
para mas información derijance a
Juan B. Martinez, services in L. P. Tpton, Solano. N.- .M. o la Up$33.65
Criminal cases
ton Ranch en el Canon de la Cinta. '
Juan B. Martinez, attending to
$145.30
prisioners
'
; T
Stolen
R. T. Maes, commission of asses
.
.t
sor 1908
$24.98 The 24th day of June 1908, ' durintr:
José Vivian Fresquez, salary as the night of the same day, a
$55 uiaá etnlpn. nhniit. i nr R vaava rtA
Probate Judge and stamps
Ricardo Martinez, superinten- with this mark on the right side- 5 x.
$109.80
dent and office expense
'
C. U. Strong, stamps, express Francisco S. Ortega's pasture in La,
etc. in the office of treasurer and Gallina, Precinct no. 12, Mora Coun$50.01 ty, Any information Jeading to .recollector
Roderto Romero; Justice of the covery of same will be appreciated.
'
y Rasenda
feace, precinct no.,1.,
fees m
'
$10.10
criminal cases
Ocate, N: M.
,

;

,

,

bay-mare-

.

-

.

Via-lpand-

.

.

Official Directory

with but little labor and Investment
r.
of capital. Clay for
red
and white sandstone, and limestone ex- ist in large quantities and of commer- cial quality. Near Wagon Mount do- pusiia in mum are reponed.
THE STOCK INDUSTRY.
According to this year's assessment
the county has about 15,000 cattle, 76,- Kats. As a mat- h!!Pi ?"d
tiplieJ at least by tWO. The WOOl pro- about
"nnnn1" the., countv a,mouní8
pounds annually, and the cattle
nippea out annually total almost as
many as the assessment credits the
county
has an ideal . range and
...
u
jiwith.unuIt lauening
Hie raising
ot Deer cattle
is one of the principal industries
around Wagon Mound, Watrous, and
other settlements. The eastern portion
is aevotea entirely to stock raising
he mesas support numerous nocks of
sheep and herds of cattle. This im
mense stock range Is well watered and
as good shelter in its breaks and
canons.
The grass is very nutritious,
being black gramma and blue joint, and
years
in most
is cut for hav. yield ne
as high as two tons to the acre. Fortunes have been made in Mora county
by stock raising, and the man who possesses capital, some experience
and
business ability can invest money to
no better purpose than tn this in
dustry.
brlck-makins-

TERRITORIAL.

Andrews. . .Delegate In Congress
George Curry. .Governor of New Mexico
J. W. Reynolds
.Secretary
Wm. J. Mills
Chief Justice
S. B. Davis
District Atty
Secundino Romero. District Court Clerk
V. H.

COUNTY.

Malaqulas Martinez
Councilman
E. H. Biernbaum
Representative
E. E. Studley
Representative
Jose Vivian Frezquiez. . .Probate Judge
Juan Navarro
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Juan B. Martinez
Chas. U. Strong. Treasurer and Collector
Albino Martinez
Assessor
Ricardo Martinez
Superintendent of Schools
Surveyor
Alex S. Buslikevitz
Board of
Juan de Mata Mares
County
Tafoya
Damacio
f
Geo. V. Santistevan J Commissioners
PRECINCT.
Guad Garcia
Justice of the Peace
Deputy Sheriff
Wm. A. Brumage
UOARI) OP EDUCATION.
Chairman
Alex S. Buslikevitz
Clerk
Herman Goodman
Member
Lucas Vigil
WEALTH.
The assessment of 1907 gives the taxable wealth of Mora county as $1,175,-82an increase of $9,145 over the previous year. The census of 1906 gives
the value of agricultural wealth of
the county us $2,581,000, but the real
wealth of the county undoubtedly ap3,

proximates $6,000,000. During the past
tiscal year 100,000 acres were settled
upon by homesteaders, under the Federal and land laws.
Mora is one of the few counties In
the Territory where the area appropriated exceeds the area of publio lands.
The area still subject to entry under
acres,
the Federal land laws is 760,000
while that appropriated Is 830,000 acres.
The agricultural lands of Mora county
at
are valued on the assessor's books
$225,000 and the grazing lands at $341,-nn- n
hut the census of 1900 Bhows that
they are worth at least six times as
much.

CLIMATE.
the rest of New Mexico, Mora

T.ikA

county enjoys a peerless climate that
is a speclllc for lung and throat troubles. Its high altitude, the purity of
Its atmosphere, the grandeur of Its
scenery, its pines, spruce, cedar, and
pinon forests make it an ldeeal section for homes and a health-seekennrnrllse. The annual rainfall Is slight
and occurs mostly In the summer
In
months. There are no extremes
pltlipr in summer or winter
the .intnra i.plni' mild and sunshiny
and .the summers cool, and even cold
mountainous sections.
at night in the fishing
and hunting in
There is good
the country; roads are good and accommodations for tourists and health
seekers are plain but substantial and
comfortable.
rs

RAILROADS,
north to
Mora county is crossed from Railway.
t Santa Fe
A
40
miles.
The mileage Is little over
has
railroad from Las Vegas to Mora from
been surveyed, and an extension
Mnn tn Tuns Is contemplated. Mora
county needs more railroads for Itston
nnH wnulri erlve heavy
nage to such. The building of railroads
ol
would also lead to the establishmentraw
the
manv Industries, for which
by
tho
shed
nan he fum
county, for which the fuel and water
power are there, and home markets
could easny oe iuuuu.
TIMBER.
Many parts, especially in the moun-

táiio

timbered districts.
tains, are heavily
CtAna ara ho In IF taken to protect some
the
of the timber sections, especially on not
Pecos Forest Reserve. This does but
timber,
of
cutting
theiotpo
prohibit
Í
it Rvn million feet
i.. -of lumber are annually shipped out or
za to ou waBu
county.
From
the
of ties and telegraph poles are daily
taken to the rauroaa.

.u,

MINING.

but
Mora Is not a mining county, minplenty of
there are indications In any
of
section
of
eral wealth to that
the Rocky mountains Many prospects
have been located and some of them
lhe
show considerable developmtnt.
copper are especially
Indications ofu"vtpnalvn
work is being
done in the Rociada and Coyote mining
wen
as
l
districts, as
f
f ih Pnrns river forest reserve.
The Rociada Gold and Copper6 Company
to .8 foot
is down 200 feet, and has a
0
10 to
vein of copper, assaying from
the gold, silver,
per cent, in addition tomany
good
other
Thpre
in0i
tre
some
prospects In the same vicinity,
as high as 'thirty-fiv- e
having ore runningcopper.
Santa
The
per cent, in
Mora, has
Barbara King mine,$60near
to $70 per ton
assays
of from.
had
El
Rociada
Is a small smelter at
There
ALÍ -i
me fnrmerlv worked with
each pan yielding as much as
the... pan,
.vo n.illl filled with gold dust. In
several nun
the Coyote mining district
dollars have been ex
dred thousandlitigation
has caused op
pended, but
.
i
Cnan m Ana nr on
Save been picked up that assayed $3
n
niH tn the ton. and there is
i
a "lost mine" that at one
mine
fabulous sums. This, Mora
located on the ex- s supposed to be money
been
has
grant, and much
nonded to rediscover u.
fórmamountain
with
that
suppose
,.
lo
nf thB r chest mln- rich
world,
and
eValTstrlc.t in the
in every part of
float being picked11 upo mlnornl
va ns an- í,h.r.ntU on the "surface In many locall
fu
mo pmintv hns a great
Although
ÍJK as a mineral producer,
...
.
Mnra has no cotu nunco,
manv thousand
annually
of tons could be produced
i,,

X.-

I

raided

"

M.

AGRICULTURE.
The county leads In agriculture. To
gether with Taos county it was the
granary of the southwest for many
years, and before the advent of the
railroads caravans came from far and
near to secure wheat and other agrl- uitural products. JSven today from
to 50 wagons, loaded with agricul
tural products, are on the road daily
from the Mora valley to Las Vegas or
to Wagon Mound. Five acres produce
13,665 pounds of oats, or 85 bushels to
the acre. Potatoes yield from 3 to
tons per acre, Mora county being one
of the few parts of the southwest

.

i

ííin?'e.4JnthAc?nt'e?

!

I

i

where potatoes are raised successfully.
Irrigation is not needed to raise crops
The principal crops are wheat, oats,
alfalfa, corn, barley, rye, potatoes, and
vegetables. Horticulture Is a very suc
cessful pursuit, and the fruit raised
here will stand comparison witn tnat
raised anywhere In the United States.
Its flavor is unsurpassed and in size
and color It has no equal. From the
valleys 15,000
Mora and adjoining
pounds of oats are shipped annually
and about 2,000,000 pounds of corn.
Enough wheat is raised to supply and
keen busy the year around one modern
grist
roller mill and six water-powmills.
The homeseeeker can purchase land
already under cultivation at from $10
to $40 per acre. Mora county produces
sugar beets very rich In saccharine
matter and yielding a neavy crop to
the acre. The extraordinary purity of
these beets and their high per cent or
sugar have created a demand for them,
and quantities nave Deen snippea to
factories 11s
the Colorado beet-sugan experiment; but, owing to the cost
of freight and the difficulty of taking
the beets to the railroad, sugar-beraising is not ns profitable as it would
he if a sucar factory or two were lo
cated nearer to the beet field. Labor
s chean. water power abundant, and
fuel easily secured, factors which
would contribute much to the success
factories.
of beet-sugThe following are the principal agrl
cultural valleys: . The Mora and Agua
Np.erra val ev. nearly all unuer cultiva
miles long. In its
tion, Is twenty-tw- o
narrowest place it is 40 yarus wiae
for the lenerth of about 12 miles; the
other 10 miles are from 2 to 3 miles
wide. The Cebolla valley is 10 muas
to 3V4 miles wide.
Inns and from 1
The Guadalupita valley is 5 miles long.
tne uuaaaiu-nltn3
along
wide
miles
and
nnd then runs 10 miles to Lucero,
nvprns-lnQnhout a ouarter of a mile in
width. The Llano del Coyote valley is
about 3 miles long and 1 mile wide.
Tho T.n f!nevn. vallev. not including the
100,000 acres of the La cueva itancn
Company, has an area of about I4,uuu
nerss.
The Golondrina valley has nn
area of 6,000 acres. The Cherry and
Watrous valleys produce alfalfa principally, although 30,000 pounds of grain
is raisea annuany, Deing usou muaiiy
in fattening cattle, there being about
s.
20.000 head of cattle in these two
Besides these valleys, which all
have Irrigation systems, there are the
Lower Cebolla, Buena Vista, Carmen,
Gascon, and other small valleys that
are very productive.
ar
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SETTLEMENTS.

Wagon Mound and Mora are the prln- c'pal towns in Mora county and are
trpntprl
unript flip hiia r,t "P t aa otiH
r
towns ofr New Mexico. ,,
Watrous. on the San Mieuel county
line, is next in Importance as a shipping point, being the second largest
settlement on the Santa Fe railway In
tne county. Altana and rruit are
raised to a large extent around Watrous. There are two large store, a
blacksmith shop, two churches, and a
schoolhouse.
One and a half miles
from Watrous the Santa Fe railway is
operating a stone quarry which at
times employs from 300 to 400 men,
uppiying ballast for the railway
track. Two train londs of stone are
hipped daily. Population, 350.
Cleveland, better known as San An
tonio, lies three miles west of Mora,
In the Mora valley. Two stores, a sawmill, and postollice are here.
Popula
.
tion, uu.
Agua Negra Is four miles west of
Mora, also in the Mora valley. It has
a postofflce, one store, a Protestant
church, a mission school, and a saw
mill. At tnis point the main road to
Mora starts. Population, 600.
Rito de la Agua Negra is fifteen
miles west of Mora and is the center of
the best oats and potato producing
valley In the county. It has two stores.
a Protestant church, a Catholic church,
and Protestant mission school. Population, 600.
Cebolla lies in a rich valley divided
from the Mora valley by a mountain
range. A large reservoir supplies irrigation water to the many fertile farms,
wheat, hay, and oats being the principal products. Population. 400.
La cueva la situated nve miles east
of Mora and .Is supplied with water
from the Mora river. It is the head
quarters of the La Cueva Ranch Company. A Catholic and a Protestant
mission
church and a Protestant
There are
school are maintained.
also two blacksmith shops at the place.
Population. 600.
Golondrinas lies thirteen mués east
Mora and fifteen miles west of Watrous. The surrounding valley is watered by the Mora and the Cebolla
Farming and stock raising are tne
principal Industries. Alfalfa and other
hay, all kinds of cereals, legumes, and
fruits are the principal products, une
settlement hns one store and a
Population, 250.
Cherrv Vallev is fifteen miles east
of Watrous, and farming is pursued
here in accordance with the most modThe valley Is watered
ern methods.
from the Mora river, ditches being
taken out on both sides of the river
and watering thousands of acres. Al
faifa, corn, oats, and all Kinds or rruits
are raised, vegetables attain an lm
mense size. Hundreds of cattle, fat
and sleek, roam on the adjoining
mesas, while sheep graze peacefully by
Popu
the thousands in this section.

berrv. the first settlers naming the
section thus on account of the abund
Up to 1830
nnno of wild raspberries.
the county was the hunting ground of
undisputed
held
who
Indian tribes
sway. In 1832 the first attempt was
made bv white men to settle on the
present site of Mora, but the settlers
were driven off by the Indians and a
number of them were slain. However,
other attempts were made, and In 184
the settler made a brave stand agalns
the Indians and from that day the
white men held the upper hand. The
Mora valley was at that time a dense
forest and great hardship was endured
In clearl""r he
lands and building
1 a white man would
be
homes.
killed at his own door by marauding
Indians, and It was not uncommon for
women and children to be carried Into
government
captivity. The Mexican
furnished no protection, and the set
weapons
with wnich
tiers had but rude
to repel the attacks of the savage
government, however,
The
hordes.
cave a laree grant of land to seventy
six of these sturdy men. In 1847. dur
lng the war with Mexico, these people
were intensely loyal to Mexico. Newabout this
comers from the States
time were massacred, and the Ameri
appeared
soon after
can troons. who
wards, as a punishment, laid the town
of Mora in ashes. After tne annexa
j tlon
these people were as loyal to the

-

'

crossing

tho

lation, 250.
Turqulllo is six miles north of Gua- alupita. There are two sawmills in
the valley, with an almost Inexhaustible supply of timber to draw on. Hay,
grain, and the legumes are the prin- potatoes, however, are
ipai crops,
grown to an immense size. A number
f promising mineral prospects are in
mountains, but not devol- the near-b- y
oped to any extent. Population, 350.
coyote is seven miles northeast of
Mora. It is in a narrow valley about
mile wide, with high mountains and
uffs on all sides. Stock raising and
agriculture are the main industries. A
general store and a postoffice are found
ere. There are several fine orchards
the valley. A concentrator situated
there Is idle at present, although considerable work is being done on the
ne mineral prospects in the vicinity.
Copper is the principal ore, some of
assaying as nign as t per cent..
besides carrying gold, silver, ond lead.
PoDiilation, 200.
Llano del Coyote Is two miles east
of Coyote.
Its resources are chiefly
tock raising and farming. . it has two
stores, one church, a school, and a
blacksmith shop. It is situated in an
open valley, watered by the Coyote.
Population, 300.
MORA COUNTY'S FUTURE.
Now is the time to settle in Mora
county. The building of branch rail
roads into the county win greatly in
crease lnnd values and will bring many

opportunities for the establishment or
new industries, the development of latent resources, the building of new
towns and tne growth or tne older
settlements. With its ideal climate, Its
abundance of water, its undeveloped
resources, Mora county promises In the
near future to become one of the most
ensely populated and richest sections
of the great Southwest.

'

post-offic-

.

Guadalupita,

Coyote twenty-thre- e
times In the can- Many a nshlng party rinds its
way to this canyon or to the Black
Lakes, where trout fishing, us well as
untlng. yields excellent sDort. Pecu

nrlml-?1- 9

to thn
charms of the section.

val-lav-

HISTORY.
Mora is the Spanish word for rasp

tionally well. The winters are mild.
The road to the Black Lakes, Cimarron,
passe
iDiizaoetMown,
Taos
and

?.f Co1:

v

advanced civilization, adding
iw,tn
little,
nli'tiiromipnp

D

er

United States as they had been to
Mexico, and manv nf them fnnirht In
the Federal ranks during the Civil
War. In 18G0 the county of Mora was
created out of part of the county of
iaos. it naa seven precincts tnen, one
of tne Precincts, No. 4, Rayado, later

e.

.

-

DIRECTORY

CHURCHES.
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Rev. Father
Ant Celller, pastor.
Services held
monthly.
Notices of date of service
will be posted a weeK in advance. Notify the pastor of sick calls.
Rev.
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL.
pastor.
Services
Grimmel,
held in
in every
school house first Sunday
month. Sunday school every Sunday at
a. m.

10:00

CLUBS.
Meet-ng- s
COMMERCIAL CLUB.
held on first and third Tuesdays
every month in Club Hall. Officers: F.
A. Rov. president: Austin Harman. vne

ROY

president; Jacob Floersheim, secretary;
E. Aldrldge, treasurer.
üJxecutivo
Committee: Frank A. Roy, Austin Har- man, Jacob Floersheim, L. E. Aldrldge
and F. S. Brown.

PRIMROSE PROGRESSIVE CIRCLE.
Meetings held every Saturday after
noon. Mrs. W. H. Willcox, president;
Mrs. Geo. Tindall, vice president; Mrs.
W. A. Brunage, secretary; Mrs. n a.
lotion, 150.
Brown treasurer.
twenty-five
Trustees: Mrs. F. A. Roy. Mrs. W. H.
miles west of
Ocate is
Wagon Mound, near the dividing line Willcox, Mrs. Li. E. Alldridge.
between Mora and Colfax counties,
CLUB.
DRAMATIC
SWASTIKA
There are 1,200 settlers in this fertile
valley.
Ocate has five general stores, The Swastika Dramatic Club meets
each carrying a stock that would do every Monday night. Officers: Mrs.
eme
credit to a city store. There are two B. Goodman, president; Mrs.
churches, four schoolhouses. and sev Willcox, vice president; Mrs. j. f loer
eral blacksmith shops. The town Is sheim. treasurer; Miss Stella Mason,

most beautifully situated, being surmounrounded by high
tains. The X)cate Valley is dotted with
beautiful meadows, and about 5,000
tons of hay are harvested annually,
The Ocate Creek Is the dividing line
between the Mora grant and the public
Many thousands of cattle
domain.
sheep, and horses can be seen grazing
around Ocate, making a picture of
peace and plenty. The valley was sot
tied fifty years ago, every foot of land
being disputed with hostile Indians,
and today a certain part of the valley
Is known ns Corral de los Apaches,
The valley Is exceptionally well wat
ered, the Ocate Creek being formed
by several sparkling mountain streams
which comes down plcturesquo canons.
Fort Union lies eight miles north
of Watrous. It has a romantic history.
The caravans on the Santa Fe trail, in
the early fifties and sixties often mad
It a haven of refuge. A stage carried
the mall from and to Kansas City once
every two or three months, and later
on monthly. Freight wagons and the
prairie schooners made the trip in si
months, and some took a whole year
to make a return trip. The place was
to the traveler an oasis and a bulwark
against the marauding Indians. The
old fort is 6,700 feet above sea level
and situated in a valley twenty-fiv- e
miles long and five miles wide. The
Turkey Mountains lies to the eas
while to the west rise the majestic
slopes of the Rock mountains. The fort
was abandoned In 1891. An extinct era
ter lies between" It and Ocate, and for
many miles around lava is piled up
Guadalupita is Bituated twelve miles
north of Mora in a beautiful valley
surrounded by high mountains. The
valley round about is well watered by
several small streams, the chief of
which is the Coyote, which gets its
flow from the Black Lakes, in Colfax
county. There Is a sawmill, general
store, a church, and a school in the
settlement, which also has a postoffice.
Hay, grain, potatoes and legumes are
raised in large quantities, but the chief
industry is stocK raising, Many thousand sheep graze in the hills, and on
the mountains browse many herds of
cattle. Grass comes very urly in the
spring, ana tneretore catue do excep
well-timber-

secretary;

M. H.

Karlsruher, manager;

Mrs. Nellie Baum, assistant.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Rev. J.
Russell. Sunday School every Sunday, 10:00 a. m. Preaching first Sun
day or eacn montn, morning ana even
ing, cervices at scnooi nouse.
S.

WORLD.
WOODMEN OF THE
Meets at the Bushkevltz hall on the
first nnd third Tuesday of each month.
Alex. S. Buslikevitz, consul commander;
W, P. Tindall, past consul commander;
Abe Stanton, Jr., adviser lieutenant;
Aldrldge, clerk; Max Krause,
L.
E.
banker; F. S. Brown, escort; George
Tindall.
watchman; J. M. Aldrldge,

sentry.

C.

E. Farrington
Attorney -- at Law

I

ATTEND

TO ALL LEGAL

MAI

TER3 BEFORE ALL THE TERRICOURTS.

TORIAL

MATTERS A

LAND

SPECIALTY.

Clayton - - New Mexico
Union Co.
.

Colck

It's a mighty cold day when a woman can't make It hot for a man. Detroit Free Press.
Dear

Mother-in-La-

Your mother Is becoming more
and more a balloon, but less and less
He

dirigible. Transatlantic Tales.

Or. F. H. BRYANT

UTE5 HARD WORKERS

r.

c.

FRANK A. ROT,

Roy,

WM. C. ROY,

Seo'y and Treas

Viae President

President

The Roy Land and Live Stock

OSTEOPATH

INDIANS

WORTH
IN
ALL CHRONIC
SPECIALIST
DISEASES AND MANY ACUTE
Nervous Debility and Obstetrical
Practice.
f
mile southOffice at residence
east of center of town.

UTAH

FROM

IN RAILROAD

Go.

(INCORPORATED.)

PROVE
LABOR.

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

Red Men Who Were Rounded Up by

Federal Troops In South Dakota
Adapt Themselves to Paleface's Ways of Toil.

one-hal-

AND OWNERS OF

ORIGINATORS

ROY TOWNSITE

According to inDEALERS IN
formation received from reliable men
NEW MEXICO who are familiar with the affairs of
ROY, MORA CO.,
the Ute Indians, who have been given
temporary homes on the Cheyenne
river Indian reservation, in western
South Dakota, these Indians are not
so worthless as they generally have
been tredited with being.
MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.
This is the band of Ute Indians
We Hold Several Choice Tracts of Agricultural Land for Sale.
which a year or more ago left their
reservation in Utah against the pro
a
a
tests of the authorities at Washington,
and made a sensational journey from
Utah and through Wyoming to South
Hair Cutting a Specialty.
Dakota, finally being captured near
boundary line between Wyoming
the
In the Floernhclm Mer. Co. Bldg.
South Dakota by a force of about
and
H. GOODMAN, Manager.
Agency for the Steam Laundry.
1,000 United States soldiers.
Prof. House, who is in charge of the
Indian school at Rapid City, is au
thority for the statement that the Ute
Carry a Complete Stock of
warriors have turned over an entirely
new leaf, and now are willing to go as
DEALER IN
far in the way of applying themselves
to hard work as any of the western
Indian tribes.
of
Large
There is a camp of Utes near the
Indian school which contains about
Everything Needed In Building Material, Lumber and Hardware.
200 men. women and children. They
sat
behaving
themselves
generally
are
BIGGEST STOCK OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.
isfactorily and applying themselves
MILES OF ROY.
to such employment as they
ROY. - NEW MEXICO diligently
of
have been able to secure. Fifteen
We will be plecsed to show visitors thru our establishment.
their boys and girls are attending the
YEARS
good
ltfc444U
60
Indian school and are making
Always
EXPERIENCE
V?
progress.
s
went
The men in the party of Utes
We Buy and Sell All Country Produce.
to Rapid City so the warriors could
Wool, Hides, Pelts and Cattle a Specialty.
work on what is known as the Crouch
line of railroad, which extends from
Rapid City to the interior of the Black
At.
:4
1
'
jUwf ....
M ABIC ft
Tn.
Hills. Many had been employed on
Designs
Hills exten
á&f
the Missouri River-Blacand
sion
St Paul
Northwestern
of
the
Anyone sending a sketch and description maj
whether an
gave good satisfaction
railroads,
oulckly aicortiiin our opinion free Communion-UomsÍtand
orohftbly patentable.
HANDBOOK on Patenta
They accomplish about as much in a
sent free. Oldest aeency for securinipatente.
day as the average white workman,
Patenta taken throuch Munn & Co. recelva
special notice, without onnree, iu the
During the time, the Indians have
been employed by the Crouch line of
railroad the railroad company was for
cirA handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.nnrest
. 1 onus, t a
a time in financial straits, and could
culation of any scicntluo jnnrna
all
by
news.lenlers.
Bold
years four months, tL
not promptly pay the Indians for their
mUNN & Co.3e,Broadwa'New York
work. This was a new experience for
I) C
V
025
BU
Wiunlnuton.
Office.
Branch
the Ute warriors, who could not un
derstand why they were not regularly
receiving the money due' them, and
did not hesitate to show their displeasure when their earnings were not
promptly forthcoming.
(La Bien Venida)
The financial affairs of the railroad
Pnbat Beer, Extra Fine Blend nnd Bonded I.lquofft, Wlnea and Cigar
line now have been adjusted, and the
always In Stock.
Indians are receiving their "back'
money in installments, much to their
POOL ROOM IN CONNECTION
satisfaction and great pleasure.
Most of the Ute warriors place their
money to good use, but a certain per Cordial Treatment to all.
Give o a Trlnl.
ENGRAVER ano ELECTROTYPER
centage of them, like some of their
I4JU
PHONE 1114
uiniLn. .vi-JAS. A. PROCTOR, Proprietor.
Sioux brethren, have a strong liking
for the white man's "firewater."
.
drunken Sioux Indian is a dangerous
customer at all times, but it is stated
by those who have observed the Ute
warriors when they are drunk that a
drunken Sioux warrior is a Sunday
school pupil, compared with a drunken
Ute, who when intoxicated is one of
the most vicious of human beings.
TRAFICANTES EN
Their strenuous experience since
South
Dako
taking up their home in
ta, and the contempt in which they
are held by their Sioux brethren, has
served to make the Utes have a longEL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN
ing for their former home in Utah. It
Pagan el precio mas alto por
is stated that the warriors now are
saving every penny they can from
their labor to create a fund with
GOING SOUTH
Reses, Cameras, Zacate, Grano, Madera
Mixed train, No. 123 Arrives at Ray which to go back to their old reser
at 2:05; leaves 2:30 p. m.
vation.
GIVE HIM A TRIAL.

Sioux Falls, S. D.

Real Estate and Ranches

Roy Barber Shop

Breeders of Sheep, Cattle and Horses

Call and Get Good,
Clean Shave

Town Lots

Specialty

The Floersheim Mercantile Company

Ron Meat Market

.

Roy, Mora County, New Mexico

MERCHANDISE

GENERAL

All Kinds of Fresh
,and Smoked Meats,,

f

hi

Scientific

Assortment

Farm Implements

Prices

Reasonable

W.

k

L

Sutton,

General
Blachsmith

flierican.

Practical
Horseshoer

WEST SIDE

The Welcome Saloon

FIRSTQUALITY

un
FRANK REISTLE

ROY,

Local Time Table

at

Suscríbanse al El Hispano Ameri
no. Su precio es $2 por el año.

New Mexico

tjü Vorenberg mercantile Co.

FAIR PRICE

GOING NORTH.
No. 124 Arrives
Mixed train.
Roy at 1.35; leaves 2:00 p. m.

Mora County

MERCANCIAS GENERALES

Not Eatable.
"Jones is sowing one crop that his
neighbors' chickens won't trouble."
"What's that?"
"His wild oats." Detroit Free Press

LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS
Wagon Mound y Ocate

New Mexico

New Mexico Forest Changes.
The President has signed the order
making important changes In the
boundaries of some of the New Mexico
national forests. Under the new plan
it is aimed to bring the area of forest
under each supervisor as close as possible to 1,000,000 acres.
New Mexico national forests, which
will he affected by this rearrangement,
are as follows:
The Alamo national forest, 1,164,90G
acres; acting supervisor, Arthur M.
Neal, Alamogordo.
Consolidation of old Sacramento and
Guadalupe forests.
The former Gila national forest is
now the Datil national forest, 1,848,-91acres;' supervisor, John Kerr, Magdalena.
Gila (S) and Big Buros national forests have been made one forest and
will be known as the Gila national forest, with an area of 1,702,621 acres;
acting supervisor, W. H. Goddard, Silver City.
Lincoln and Gallinas national forests, covering 596,603 acres, now
known as Lincoln national forest; supervisor, J. H. Kinney.
Magdalena, consolidation of Magdalena and San Mateo; supervisor, John
Kerr, Magdalena.
Manzano, 587,110 acres; acting supervisor, A. D. Reed, Albuquerque.
Pecos, 430,860 acres; supervisor,
Ross McMillan, Santa Fe.
Carson includes Taos and that portion of Jemez north of Chama; super
visor, Ross McMillan, Santa Fe; 966,- 000 acres.
Jemez consists of that portion of
old Jemez south of Chama river; su
pervisor, Ross McMillan, Santa Fe;
978,720 acres.
5

Luther Foster of Mesilla Park, who has
resigned.
Nearly 750 homestead filings were
made at the Roswell land office in
June, being 250 more than in June,
1907. There is a strong movement of
population from the Middle West to
New Mexico.
The new power house and heating
plant of the New Mexico Insane Asy
lum at Las Vegas, which was recently
completed at a cost of $17,000, has
been officially accepted at a special
meeting of the board of directors.
On the 19th inst. John Sella, aged
thirty years, unmarried, was Instantly
killed by a rock and sand slide In coal
mine No. 4 at Madrid, south of Santa
Fe. His body was badly crushed an 1
was recovered only after several hours
of hard work.
Incorporation papers have been filed
with the territorial secretary by the
Capital Land and Townsite Company of
Santa Fe, capitalization $100,000; incorporators and directors, Edward C.
Hyde of Dalhart, Texas;' Charles F.
Easley and Thomas P. Gable.
Governor Curry has approved the
selection by Land Commissioner Ervin
of 60,000 acres in Eddy and Chaves
counties, lieu lands for the benefit of
the public schools, a recent congres
sional act giving the territory 800,000
acres from the public lands within tho
territory for the purpose.

Irrigation Delegates Named.
The following delegates to the Na
tional Irrigation Congress at Albu
querque have been appointed by Gov
ernor Curry: M. A. Otero, L. B.
Prince, J. W. Reynolds, T. B. Catron,
W. H. Andrews of Santa Fe; H.J
Hagerman, G. A. Richardson of
H. L. Waldo. O. A. Larrazolo,
Trinidad Romero and H. W. Kelly of
Las Vegas; A. B. Fall of Three Rivers;
Solomon Luna of Los Lunas; B. J.'Vii
loen of Chamberino, Charles Spring
er of Cimarron, W. S. Walker of Aztec,
Oscar Snow of Las Cruces, r .
Tracy of Carlsbad, E. P. Bujac of
Carlsbad, C. H. Elmendorf of Elmen
dorf. D. J. McCanne of Fort Sumner,
Malaauias Martinez of Taos, G. W,
Pritchard of White Oaks, Antonio Jo
seph of Ojo Callente, and H. B. Fergusson of Albuquerque.
Ros-wel-

l:

Captured After Eleven Years.
A Santa Fe dispatch of the 20th inst,
says:
Captain Christman, deputy
warden of the territorial penitentiary
arrived today with Frank Sherlock
of Williams. Arizona, who was cap
tured there by Ranger Woods. Eleven
vpara aeo Sherlock escaped from the
penitentiary on the warden's horse, after serving two years of a four-yea- r
bneriocK
term for
who had been leading an exemplary
liff. since his escape, was
tal uñón his arrival here, and will have
to serve two years, having lost his
ennd time allowance tnrougn nis es
cape. No step has been taken thus
far to have Governor Curry pardon
him.
horse-stealin-

it

Pecos Forest Enlargement.
A Santa Fe dispatch of July 27th
savs: A. F. Potter, chief of the graz
ing service of the forestry bureau, ar
rived here today irom wasningiuu, u
Curry re
r tn rnnffir with Governor
a nronosed enlargement of
Together
thn Pecos forest reserve.
with Vnrest Snnervlsor Ross McMillan
he will leave tomorrow, accompanied
by Governor Curry, for the reserve,
stock.
a honrini?
lu
" v '"n tn- the land and
owners who oppose an extension oi
the reserve.
Insurance Commissioner Chaves has
granted a license to do business In New
Mexico to the Masonic una
tion of Buffalo, New York.
nr William McLake of Silver City,
Grant county, has been appointed by
Governor Curry a aeiegaie w me iu
tornatlnnal congress on lUDercuiusi
at Washington, D. C.
r.nvpmor Currv has áppolnted Thom
of
w
- Raton... Colfax county,
..O
" rinnwav
Territorial ouaiuJ m
the
of
member
a
of
term
unexpired
the
fill
to
Education

a"

Bartell Bauer, a prisoner in the San
Miguel county jail, at Las Vegas, who,
a few days ago, attempted to commit
suicide by hanging himself, will likely
be sent to the insane asylum, as the
officers are convinced that he is
crazy. His only excuse for attempt
ing to take his life is that his "head
was hot."
The territorial mounted police at
Santa Fe on the 19th instant received
report that John Holse and Clarence
Fondy were arrested near Roswell by
mounted Policeman Fred Higgins, the
charge being horse stealing. They
were held for the District Court in
$1,000 ball, and being unable to furnish
this were lodged in jail at Roswell.
A flood caused by a cloudburst swept
down the upper Pecos river, twenty
miles east of Santa Fe, according to re
ports received there on the 20th in
stant. Two boys, not identified, were
caught in the flood and drowned. The
roads were sp badly washed out that
the entire valley is for the present cut
off from all communication with the
outside world.
The county jail at Las Cruces is shy
of regular boarders at present, there
being only four steadies and four tranThe "plain
sients in the lóck-up- .
drunk" department has been empty
since .the week following the Fourth
when the last of the patriotic drunks
were turned loose. The Chinese that
was being held for deportation have
been sent back to the land of the hop
pipes and the jailer is thinking of taking a vacation if business does not
pick up soon.
Las Vegas merchants are mourning
the sudden departure of a woman,
Mrs. Thomas by name, who left there
between two suns leaving a number
of unpaid bills. It is said she posed
as the widow of a Mason and claimed
to be a member of the Order of the
Eastern Star. She resided in the
Meadow City two months, mingled In
the best society and led everyone to
believe that she had plenty of money.
It is not known from whence she
came or went.

good level agricultural
land around the Mora drain about 40 miles In
Roy, that may be filed on under the length of the eastern slope of the
Rocky mountains and play an importHomestead desert land laws.
During the past season the first ex- ant part in the determination of the
perience by the new farmers proved stream flow.
that anything can be grown on our soli,
such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane,
kafflr corn, mllo Maize and vegetables,
as good as can be grown in the eastern

states.
Water can be gotten at a depth of 30
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
drillers have not failed yet in obtaining
water for those for whom they have
drilled.
The town of Roy will in the very near
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
future be the county seat of a new
county, as its adjacent vicinity is destined to be the most prosperous comn
munity in the
part of Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer.

Builder

north-easter-

New Mexico.

Area, 2,542 square miles.
Population, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave It a
Ratea
population of 10,304. Assessed valua- Accommodation
91.50 and S2.00
tion, $1,175,823. County seat, Mora.
Postofflces. Mora, Wagonmound, La
Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak, Hol- man,
Weber,
Shoemaker, Watrous,
Mills, Ledoux.
ROY,
Mora County's agricultural products
exceed those In value of any other New
Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
Mexico county, and it can rightfully
claim the honor of being the leading rates by asking for same.
agricultural county in the territory.
A. P. DUNCAN. Prop.
However, Its range interests exceed in
value even its agricultural wealth. Yet
Its area is only 2,542 square miles, be- A. S. Bushkevitz, Pres.
ing less than that of any other county,
Max M. Bushkevitz, Vice Pres.
excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and Bernal
A. Bushkevitz, Sea. and Treaa
illo; still this area Is more than twice
that of Rhode Island and 600 square
miles greater than that of the state of
Delaware. According to the census of
1900, its population is 10,304, or four
people to the square mile, a density of
population exceeded only by Santa Fe,
Bernalillo, and Taos counties.
The county is mountainous, the main
ridge of the Rocky mountains passing
through its western part, while the
(INCORPORATED)
foothills extend almost to the eastern
boundary. Some of the peaks rise to
- Capital Stock $25,000
an altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
the lowest point in the county has an ROY, MORA CO ,
NEW MEXICU
altitude of 4,000 feet.
The hills are generally timbered, and
a portion of the Pecos River Forest Reserve is In the county. From the main
range, broken by the foothills, the mesa
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,
extends gently sloping toward the
COUNTY SURVEYOR
southeast. There are picturesque canNOTARY PUBLIC.
yons and fertile valleys, making the
JOHN FLORENCE,
topography a very broken one. The
Deputy
Chief
at Mora, New Mexico.
county is almost entirely in the drainF. A. ROT,
age basin of the Canadian River, the Assistant Chief Deputy at Roy, New
Moxlco.
Mora River, a tributary of the Canadian. Other tributaries of the Canadian in the county are the Ocate, the
Vermejo, and the El Perro. The Sweetwater is a tributary of the Ocate. The
Will do well by employing an official
principal tributaries of the Mora are surveyor
and thus get correct line and
the Coyote, the Cebolla, the Sapello, the numbers.
Guadalupita, and the Lobo. The Pecos
Can make land filings, final proofs
River rises in the western part of the
contests, in fact anycounty, and so does the Santa Cruz, the and commence
thing that you may require done in
latter belonging to the drainage basin the lnnd
business, to which we will
orrectly and promtlv ttend.
of the Rio Grande. The tributaries of

Oriental

fast growing and prosperous

Great Western

Gommercial Co,

A. S.

te

Bushkevitz

HOMESEEKERS

Confectioner and Bakery
Ice Cream, Soft DrinKs, CaKes, Pies, Doughnuts,

Bread, Candies and Cigars
W. H. BENN, Proprietor.

First door east of P. O.
lit-

tle town of about 600 inhabitants, located on the Dawson Branch of the El
Paso and Southwestern system In the
eastern part of Mora county, has since
its opening to the new comer and
homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wonderful development as to population and agricultural pursuits, about
and desert entries
800. homesteaders
were filed on since that date and more
are coming in with every excursion, It Is
now thejargest precinct in the county
as to size and populationThe town is coming to the front with
business houses,
modern and
in spite of the money stringency; buildings are erected In all parts of the
town, yet there are a good many busi
ness opportunities and chances for any
kind of Investment.
There are many tnousands of acres of
-

Hotel

n. n.

ROY, NEW MEXICO
The

a Specialty.

Adobe-makin- g

MORA COUNTY

Roy Land and Live StocK Co.
Dealer in

....

Kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats
Provisions of all Kinds

All

TTTTTTTTTT

We guarantee full weight and moderate prices.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOR SALE.

N

French Land & Irrigation Go.

AND

EL HISPANO AMERICANO
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

E.

H.

Managing Editor,

Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst.
Mora, New Mexico.

Editor.

AVeekley Newapnpera,
Published by The Mora County Publishing Co., Inc.

Entered at Roy and Mora, N. M.,
for transmission through the
mails as second class matter.
One year J2.00; six
Subscription:
months $1.00; If paid In advance $1.60
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County, N. M. All communlcltanos
are to be addressed to Alex. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary, Roy, N. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora, N. M. Official newspapers and printers of the County of
Mora. The largest and best newspa- Mora County and have the
Íers In circulation.
post-offlc-

es

Notice to Advertiser.
Display ads 15c an inch a week and
one cent a word an Issue.
liners
local
Mora County PubllHhlns Co., Inc.,
Hoy and Mora, New Mexico.
SAUTRDAY,

AUGUST

1, 1908.

ROY.
A prosperous and growing new town

In the eastern part of Mora county on
the Dawson branch of the El Paso &
miles
Southwestern railway, sixty-nin- e
north of Tucumcarl and forty-tw- o
miles east of Springer. Stock raising
and farming the industries. Immigration coming rapidly. Large quantities
of government land open for settlement. Population, 600. Altitude, 6,525
feet.
We give below a list of the leading
enterprises of Roy:
Depot on the E. P. & S. W.
Postofflce.
Meat market.
wholesale and retail
One general
store.
s
Tin shop.
Barbar shop.
Two hotels.
Four saloons.
Newspaper.
Two lumber yards.
Bank.
Two general stores.
Bakery.
Blacksmith shop.
One United States commissioner.
One United States Court commissioner.
Two surveyors.
Two lawyers.
One real estate firm.
Two locators.
Justice of the peace.
Eight notaries public.
Live stock company.
Two restaurants.
One contractor and builder.
Two doctors.
One dentist.
Good opening for the the following
branches of business:
General wholesale and retail store,
Grain, seed and feed store.
Hardware and implement store.
Drug store.
Barber Bhop.
Meat shop.
Blacksmith shop.
Bakery and confectionary .
Grocery store.
Laundry.
Building contractor.
Planing mill.
Modern hotel.
.Tailor shop.
Average Days of Sickness.
The average amount of sickness in
human life is ten days per annum.
No Happiness in Idleness.

Carlyle: Everybody feels unhappy
till he finds out what to do.

acres of alfalfa land, about
three miles from Moquiero, which can
be Irrigated from rich wells, at $12.50
per acre.
488 acres of black rich bottom land,
water very shallow, a good field for
an artesian plow, at $25 per acre, six
miles from Roy.
480 acre cattle ranch, about one and
f
miles from Roy, ' plenty of
water, fine shelter and enough farm
land to raise feed on for stock, price
$3,000, houses and fences.
160 acre farm and ranch, about one
miles west of Roy, plenty
and one-hal- f
of good water, price $1,000.
320 acre farm and ranch one mile
from town, good Improvements and
fenced, fine spring and shallow waterf
price $4,000.
20 patented 160 acre claims, all the
way from five to fifteen miles from
town, at $500 to $1,500 per claim.
close to
12 choice, relinquishments
town,, all the way from $100 to $1,000.
Hotel furnished complete, two story
building and two corner lots, price
1,000

one-hal-

40,000 ACRES OF

$300,000

Ilartley, Resident Agent.

C. E.

IRRIGATED

LAND FOR SALE

Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed

tract recently
in the 50,000-acr- e
purchased of Captain French, adjoining Springer on the north and
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT INthe richest quality, capable of proCLUDED in EACH SALE.
ducing every variety of crops
adapted to this climate.

by March 1,1908.

CHANCE TO

NOW IS YOUR

This Land Will

GET A CHEAP HOME.

Be Sold on

Easy Terms

$1,500.
A bargain in four choice corner lots

Correspondence and Interviews
vited.

Mora County Publishing Co.

with large dwelling house and the
hoteí
finest location for an
town;
of
and bar room, in the heart
price $1,500.
.
For further information and par-- ;
ticulars write or call on the Roy
Realty & Investment Company, Roy
New Mexico. The oldest and most reliable real estate firm In the town of
Roy. The clients and business doné
speak for themselves.

INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
E. II. Biernbaum, Treasurer

F. A. Roy, President
A. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary

PUBLISHERS OF

(English Edition)

THE SPANISH AMERICAN
.

,

Nation of Pie Eaters.
We are a nation of pie eaters. The
pie is a national institution, almost a
part of the national constitution. The:
great American pie belt grows wider
every year. In Havre and Marseilles,!
France, one can see the neat printed!
phrase: "Pie Americaine," and on the,
carte du jour of the Mena hotel, just,
under the shadow of the Sphinx, the;
homely entry: "Pie de Pompion a la:
New York."

',

.

;

fAND

V,

Edition)

(Spanish

EL HISPANO AMERICANO
.

ONLY AND OFFICIAL: PRINTERS OF MORA. COUNTY
A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing Editor.
E. H. Biernbaum, Assistant Editor.

NEW MEXICO

ROY AND MORA

On Lending Books.
"Why is it, I wonder," mused the
woman philosopher, "that people al-- '
ways resent it when you ask them to
return a borrowed book withiii any
period shorter than a year? I would;
rather lend money than a book, for
tbere is some chauce of getting that,
back, but you might as well give, a
book to the average person as to go
through the form of lending it."

GOTO

The Mint Saloon
'

P. H. FOSTER

Pop

&

SON, Props.

the Best Wines Liquors

5e

Cigars

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and
Cigars. Courteous Attention
Given All Customers

Not a Good Carver.
"I never was so disappointed In
.my life!" said Mrs. Gotrox.
"I invited
a few choice souls to dinner the other day and asked Dr. Cuttem, the celebrated surgeon, to carve for me. I
expected that he could carve beautifully,' and would you believe he actually spoiled the fowl! 1 wouldn't have
him operate on me for the world."

Right to Admire Beauty.
There are some very pretty women
who don't understand the law of the
road with regard to handsome faces.
Nature and custom agree in conceding to all males the right of at least
two distinct looks at every comely female countenance, without any infrac
tion of courtesy or the sentiment of
respect. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Capital

N. M.

SPRINGER,

5

Bank m SDrinier
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

Have

Ueerfor Technical Clubs.
Technical clubs among the employes
of large engineering offices are among
the most useful means of keeping men
interested in their work and acquainted
with the problems that arise in other
departments than their own. They
are generally encouraged by the officers of such companies on account of
this good Influence.

CAPITAL PAID

i

IP $30,000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
C. N. Blackwell, President.
S. Floersheim, Vice President.
D.
G. W. ;Gillespie.
'

J. Devine, Cashier.

"'!

M. M. Salazar.

.....

R. E. Alldredge.

'

NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

In-

o

O

o
I
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A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,
President and Secretary,

V. 8. BUSHKEVITZ,
Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

Roy, New Mexico.
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Land Locators and Surveyors
Horneseekers can obtain reiiable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.

reports are received of all the doings at the District land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.,

Daily and weekly
;

h

''tr

'

Real Estate Bought and Sold
CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

REAL ESTATE
NVESTMENTS
AND LOANS
'

Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
ommtv. with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.
He is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard ;
and managing editor of the
Spanish-America-

n.

We buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc.

COLLECTION

AND

We are in position to give you the very best information'
may
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you
of
kinds
all
in
complete
listings
are
want to buy or rent. Our
reliable
with
a
choice properties. By dealing with us you deal
firm.

Our office is in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant secretary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
Rates reasonable. Courteous treatment.

LAW BUREAU LAND

MATTERS

Á SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES t

NEW MEXICO

269 Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

Lemont,

111.

El

POTATOES IN NEW WAYS.

Hispano Americano

4fÉ Dress

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado por la Compañía Publicista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).
S. BUSHKEVITZ.
E. H. BIERNBAUM.
A.

.

.

.Editor Principal
.Editor Asistente
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DOT AGAIN RULES

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
1.50
Por un aüo
75
Por seis meses
.50
Por cuatro meses
La subscripción deberá pagarse adelantada.
El Hispano Americano se envia á
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circulación grande y creciente entre la
gente Inteligente y progresista del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos requieren que cualquiera persona pagará por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tlompo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.
Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabllidad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo dere-chde publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje impro
pío se echarán al canasto del desper
dlclo. .
SI los comunicados son muy exten
sos la redacción tomará lo más im
portante para publiccacion.
En política este periódico será Re
publicano y defenderá bub principios.

SEEN

IN

ALL

OF NEW

DESIGNS

DRESS GOODS.

Ring-Dotte-

Delegado
-

11

éi

i'n

'

The large dots are employed to
give a bordered effect below the smaller dots on the skirt, while a similar
strip of large dots appears on the
yoke.
This sounds like a striking
combination, but in reality It is most
effective. Particularly Is the design
useful in making princess frocks, for
large dots do not work well into

ring-dotte-

d

Comfortable Corset.
that promises to be a
great success reaches not more than
four or five inches above the natural
line of the belt; below this line it is
extremelv lona, entirely covering the
fleshy part of the bcdy. Waist lin
and. hips are entirely Burprcssed by
this corset, helped by the 'stocking
(suspenders being placed three on each
side; one in front, one on the side and
one directly at the back. Such a cor- ret Is quite necessary with the high
hung skirts now so universally worn.
Walking or standing, Ihey are ex
tremelv comfortable, for plenty of
breathing room Is allowed, the pressure coming on the body below the
waist line. Sitting that is another
story! '
A new corset

en

el

'

Curry Gobernador.
Jaffa Secretarlo.
Mills Juez Superior.
C. W. G. Ward Procurador.
Secundíno Romero Escribano de la
Corte.
Condado de Mora.
Malaauias Martinez Miembro del
Consejo.
E. H. Blernbaum Representante.
E. E. Studley Representante.
José Viblan Fresquez Juez de Prue
bas.
Juan Navarro Escribano de Con
dado.
Juan B. Martinez Alguacil Mayor.
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y Col- lector.
Albino Martínez Asesor.
Ricardo Martínez Superintendente
de Escuelas.
Alex. S. Bushkevitz Agrimensor.
.
Juan de Mata Mares, Damaclo
George V. Santistevan Comis
ionados de condado.
Precintos del Condado.
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan
Anto Guiterraz, S. A.
Cleveland Epifanio Espinosa, J. P.
Jacobo Pando, S. A.
Guadalupita José de Jesús Torres,
J. P.; Plácido Jaramillo, S. A.
Cherry Valley M. S. Wasson, J.- P.
La Cueva Donaclano Gonzales, J.
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
Golondrinas Ed F. Jager, J. P.
Ocaté Alejandro Mares, J. P.; Jul
ian Duran, S. A.
Hnlman Francisco Salazar, J. P.;
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Wagon Mound Benito Vigil, J. P.
Amento Encarnación Garcia, .
El Llano Delfino Pacheco, J. P.;
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J. P.; Por
firio Pacheco, S. A.
Ahucio Benieno Trujillo, J. P.;
José U. García, S. A.
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J. P.; Clodóves Vigil, S. A.
Corrillera Epifanio Martinez, J. A.;
Juan C. Blea, S. A.
Tnrniinin Marino Gonzales. J. P.
rosarin Galléeos. S. A.
Gascon José H. Martinez, J. P.;
Aniceto C. Archuleta, S. A.
Roy Guadalupe García, J. P.; Wm.
'
A. Brummage, S. A.
Watrous Francisco Gonzales, J. P.
Ta-fova-

-

'
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Territorial.
Andrews

ii

Methods of Serving Them That May
Be Novel to Some.

Bordered Fabrics Not Popular with the
tucked waist lines.
Woman
Smart
The illustration shows a lovely litBatiste Makes an Effective
batiste aith
tle frock in
Dress for Afternoon.
only fine "tucks on skirt and blouse to
fit it to the figure. A box plait down
The dot, large, small' and middle- - the front, of the blouse, edged with
sized, has been revived In the latest lace and elbow cuffs to match, provide
weaves for midsummer frocks.
the simple but effective trimming.
In the spring we saw nothing but This is an ideal afternoon frock for
stripes, and the dot was Bald to be the woman who does her own work
quite out of the running, but behold, arid who must set tea forth after he
with the first warm days, fickle Dame has dressed for the day.
Most of the new Swisses show a
double pattern, that is dots or rings
scattered over a plaid weave or" be
tween stripes.
And a word to the wise which ought
to be sufficient ; If you pick up a piece
o black or white or ecru silk net with
ring or dot, or a dress length In
chiffon cloth, marquisette, or fine voile,
embroidered in the same fashion,
count yourself in great good fortune,
for the dot, it Í3 prophesied, will re
main in demand all fall and winUr.

DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.

W. H.
Congreso.
George
Nathan
Wm. J.

Jp

todate.

Up

.

BROWN

Simple Afternoon Dress of
Batiste.

LINEN

SUIT.

,

five-cen-

one-hal-

IF SUGAR BOILS TOO LONG.

Boiling sugar and water for Ices, or
Icing is a somewhat ticklish operation, as every cook knows.
If
cooked too much it will be sugary, and
If not enough, it will run.
The latter fault can be remedied by
returning to the stove for a few minutes.
When the boiling has gone beyond
the desired degree the consistency
can be reduced by adding a few tablespoonfuls of cold water and boiling
again.
If the sugar has been burnt the taste
will remain, even though sugaring has
been prevented.
Never stir sugar and water while
boiling If you do not want it to granulate. Watch It carefully and take it
off at the critical moment, which in
most cases must be decided by experience.

d

d

one-hal-

Tablespoonfuls of Cola
Water and Boil Again.

--

ring-dots-

one-fourt- h

Add a Few

Dotted

Fashion changed her mind and once
more the dot reigns practically su
preme in new dress goods.
The fashionable border is in a meas
ure resmmsib'.e for this revival. Very
few women approved or found becomInc the bordered fabrics - in which
.round work and border were in dl
rect contrast.
pongees are both
The natural-toneiitamped and embroidered with dots
,
in strongly contrasting
and
colors, such as cardinal red, green
brown and all the delicate tints, laven
der, Alice blue, geranium pink and
rose-pinThe dots vary in size from
a quarter of an inch to those the size
of a quarter.
Lovely dotted challies' are shown,
but these are principally for elderly
women who like a warm frock for cool
mornings and evenings. They are not
seen for street wear this season.
In the tub fabrics, batiste, swiss,
lawn, organdie, cotton voile, madras,
pique and percale, the dot Is simply
rampant. Lightweight pique embroidered in white mercerized floss, or dots
or rings in bright colors are most
charming for tailored shirt-wais- t
suits..
A tie embroidered to match the dots
or rings gives the finishing touch.
In the lighter weight weaves, particularly batiste, various sizes of dots
appear in the same dress pattern. For
instance, you will find the greater
part of the pattern covered with dots
pea, but
no larger than a good-sizehere and there will come a strip
t
showing dots as large as a
piece or even a quarter.

Chicken in Potato Cases. Two
cups of cold chicken that has been
cut into cubes and seasoned with pepper, salt and celery salt. Stir two tea- poonfuls of flour,
of a tea
spoon of salt, and a little pepper into
two tablespoonfuls of bubbling hot but
ter; then add slowly one half cup each
of milk and chicken broth; cook until
smooth and thick; add the seasoned
chicken and place it on the back of
the stove until ready for use. Line
buttered gem pans with mashed potatoes that have been well seasoned
with cream, butter, salt and pepper;
brush over with the beaten yolk of
egg and brown in a hot oven. Then re
move to a hot platter, fill with the
prepared chicken, and serve at once.
Potato Pancakes. One cup flour,
scant
f
cup grated raw potatoes, heaping teaspoon baking powder, a scant teaspoon nutmeg and cin
namon mixed, tablespoonful sugar,
f
teaspoonful of salt. Mix ail
dry ingredients together first. Grate
potatoes last of all In a little cold
water to prevent turning dark. When
enough is grated, press out all water
and add two well beaten eggs and milk
enough to make the batter about of
the consistency of griddle cakes; cook
them thin and a little more done than
flour griddles.
Potato and Lemon Peel Cakes.
Potatoes six ounces, lemon peel four
ounces, sugar four ounces, butter four
ounces. Boil potatoes until soft then
mash them.
Grate lemon neel and
beat In the sugar, then all together;
melt the butter In a little cream, mix
all well, and let stand until cold. Put
rich pastry in little patty pans, and
fill with the mixture a little more than
half full.
Bake about half an hour.
Sift fine sugar over them when they
go into the oven. This makes about
a dozen small cakes.
Limerick Cake. Six cold, meaty potatoes, mash fine to get out all the
lumps. One teaspoon salt, one cup
cream, flour enough to make into
cakes. Make small and not too thick.
Have your griddle hot and buttered,
brown on both sides and butter while
hot. They are nice for breakfast.

Pleasant Flavor.
One noted housewife says the secret
of her delicious raspberry jam is that

just before the jam has finished boiling she stirs Into it currant jelly in

A

smart suit of brown linen which

is unusually good looking. An over- skirt effrct Is given by applied tacks
set on in deep points and on the bod
ice there Is a generous supply of
brJd put on In attractive de
sign.
Sleeves and lower portion of
bodice are tucked and the hifjh stock
is braided to match yoke. A large
chapeau of white palmetto straw is
trimmed with brown ribbon loops and
sou-tach-

bunches of green grapes

of the
the proportion of a half-pin- t
jelly to a quart of Jam.
The two were stirred thoroughly together and put in sealed jars in the
usual way.

Fruit Jelly.
box of gelatin soaked in a
little water about one hour. Add one
lemon sliced thin, one cup of sugar-anOne-hal- f

one pint of boiling water. Stir until sugar and gelatin are dissolved.
Slice three or four oranges and one
banana in a dish and when jelly is
cold pour over fruit through a strainer
and ilace on ice to harden.

If

ITS I

P. J. PICKERING

ofFASHION

Contractor and Plasterer

,f

DOES AVI KINDS OK FANCY
PLASTERING

AND DECORATING,

CISTERNS,
FOUNDATIONS AND FLUE BUILDING.

ni

smarter air and one suggestive of the
French period, when flowered fabrics
were the vogue and long coats were
seen on all charming women.

COATS ARE VARIED
FASHION

DECREES

LARGE
PLY OF GARMENTS.

0

I live

mile northwest of Roy

For information call at J. W. Tyler's store
ALL FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

1

My

patrons speak for my workmanship.

8UP--

ROY LIVERY

Sorts and Descriptions, Adapted
to Every Occasion, Is the
Order Put Forth for
the Season.

All

CORNER

One must possess a goodly supply
of separate coats this season if the

OF THIRD

STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE.

Single and Double Rigs
Teaming" and. Transfe

wardrobe is to contain costumes for
all occasions. It must Include sleeveless coats, coats with sleeves reaching to the elbows,
r
sleeves and extremely long ones. The
length of the coat is more or less of
a fixture, a line midway between the
waist and the knees being considered
the fashionable terminating one. Of
the many sleeveless models offered
none gives greater satisfaction than
the one displayed.
This delightful
garment looks equally well made of
voile or. of cloth or some of the fancy
silks and cretonnes.
Voile coats are unllned for the most
part and ,they are donned more for
effect than for actual warmth. It is
essential now to .wear a coat or similar wrap over any dressy costume.
An afternoon gown without such a

o

ring-Saddl-

Horses

three-quarte-

After a dusty trip the face should
be carefully bathed in warm water,
and perhaps massaged with cold
cream.
'
The average heat prostration . may
r
bag
be treated by placing a
at the feet, while a cloth dipped in
cold water is placed on the head.
To cure chapped lips mix' together
half an ounce of glycerin, half an ounce
water and one
of orange-flowe- r
of powdered borax. Apply at
night before retiring.
To soften and perfume the bathing
water mix together four ounces of alf
ounce of ammonia and
cohol,
one dram of oil of lavender.. A few
drops of this mixture will be sufficient
for a bowl full of water.
A pleasant and refreshing" mouth
wash may be formed by mixing in a
pint of distilled or otherwise pure ..water two teaspoonfulsof prepared borax
and a teaspoonful of camphor. Keep it
tightly corked and shake well before
using to rinse the mouth."
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REASONABLE RATES

hot-wate-

DAY

NIGHT

Roy Trust and Savings Banh

one-hal-

CAPITAL, $15,000.00

PAID-U- P

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
'

Frank A. Roy, President.

Dr. F. B. Evans, Vice President.

William C. Roy, Cashier.

.

W. F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

We do general banking business.

Our business methods are

conservative, and our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire
proof

all-ov-

covering has an unfinished look.
Bands and strappings of silk are effective when applied in tailor fashion on
a voile coat made after the figure four
model. A band at least an Inch wide
should be. used to finish all the edges
of the coat. It is a little too much
to outline the graduated pocket flaps
in the same way. Silk button loops
applied in diagonal lines look well,
and the covered button molds should
be graduated to suit the size of the
pocket flaps.
Many of these odd coats, in fact the
majority of the sleeveless models,
open all the way from under the
to the bottom at the sides. A
band of trimming or an extension cut
all in one with the front forms a suf
ficient connecting link between the
two parts of the coat without spoiling
the effect of airiness and looseness.
A cloth coat needs only bands of
braid or satin for trimming, while a
figured silk or cretonne coat would
not look well with anything more elaborate than this finish. Even the neck
is quite simple, being cut in a point
that suggests tiny revers, only instead
of being applied there is a space
A
through which the dress shows.
voile coat made in this fashion ar.d
worn with a silk costume would look
dainty and graceful, while a cretonne
aoAt of the Bame cut would have a

AND
iROTf LIVERY CO. I

Handbags for Summer.
s
'ilie newest of the summer 1
are of white filet net over white
pique. One of these smart little affairs can easily be made at home If
the brass or nickel clasp is bought. .
The bag proper Is of pique, with a,
covering of the net over white linen.
The net is of rather fine square mesh
filet, braided on both sides with an
design of Boutache braid.
The handles are of a heavier braid
and are attached to the ends of the
net on each corner. This makes a
loose flap on each side of the bag,
Sleeveless Coat of Voile, with Silk the clasp of which is slightly below
the embroidered covering.
Bands.

arm-hole-

CO.- -

Roy,

Handy Book Shelf.
to any furniture dealer and get
from him three wooden window shade
boxes and line them with white moire
paper and cover with brown
paper. You may have to buy the
boxes, but they will be only about ten
cents apiece." Have a table in your
room and place these boxes so they
will rest on the table and against the
wall. It is best to separate them with
wooden boxes of equal size covered
with brown paper.
Go

of the modern kind.

We solicit your patronage.

Mora Co.,

NewMexuo

A. E. Clifford

wood-colore-

INITIAL

LETTERS

(P. 0. Solano, N. H.)

Painter and Paper Hanger
KALSOMINING

GLAZING

Boy and Solano, N. M.

EMBROIDERY.

s

McKinney

Sliinner

General BlacKsmiths
III
Here are two pretty letters suitable
to be embroidered on handkerchiefs,
linen or any article for which a bold,
effective initial is required. They may
or
be worked entirely In satin-stltcmay have any others, such as cording,
Introduced
knot or buttonhole-stitches- ,
as preferred.

WOOD WORK A SPECIALTY.
ALL WORK DONE PROMPTLY.

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.
M

:5

I

SENATOR

FROM MINNESOTA

J.

MRS.
IS

SHERMAN

BRILLIANT WOMAN AND AN
IDEAL HOUSEKEEPER.

Washington Home of Republican Candidate for
and
Wife Is the Center of an Intellectual Coterie.
y

attractive niece who, if the Republican
ticket is elected next fall, will spend
a great deal of time In Washington.

The Shermans have been married
about 28 years and they have an
the
Among
ideally happy home.
women of Washington Mrs. Sherman
is particularly popular. She has a
charming personality, an affable manner and a delightful spirit of hospitality. Her invitations are never declined.
Last winter Representative and Mrs.
Sherman lived at the New Willard and
entertained only in the most informal
way. Their dinner parties wore limited
to only a few guests because of the ill
health of both Mr. and Mrs. Sherman.

ago
Washington. Years
Carrie
Babcock was one of the belles of
Utica.
she is the wife of the
Republican nominee for
METHODS.
Congressman James Schoolcraft Sher- PRIMITIVE IRRIGATION
man. In Washington she is known as
Vill Improve
a brilliant conversationalist and as the Companies Organized
Old Mexico.
in
System
possessor of a keen intellect, familiar
To-da- y

t,

Copyright by Waldon Fawcett

Knute Nelson, senior United States senator from Minnesota, Is a veteran
officer.
of the civil war where he served as a private and
He was born in Norway in 1843, coming to this country six years laer. In
1867 he was admitted to the bar in Wisconsin and served the following two
years in the state legislature. He removed to Minnesota In 1871. In 1892
tie was elected governor, going to the senate three years later.

RAILROAD FIGURES.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION GIVES OUT REPORT.
Statistics Show 122,855 Persons Killed
or Injured During Year Ending
June 30 Mileage Gain
Placed at 10,892.
Washington. The Interstate
commerce commission's report for the
year ending June 30, 1908, shows 122,-85persons killed or injured by railroads, a net Income of $449,461,188
available for dividends or surplus,
873,905,133 passengers carried,
tons of freight hauled, track
mileage of 327,975, employes numbering 1,672,074, equipment including
locomotives, 43,973 passenger cars,
and 1,991,557 freight cars. In these
figures neither cars used in the companies' service nor commercial private
cars are included.
The mileage of tracks of all kind9
Increased 10,892 during the year. Railroads owning 2,811 miles of line were
reorganized, merged or consolidated.
There were 29 roads in receivership.
Nearly all locomotives and cars In
the passenger service had train brakes,
all but 58 passenger locomotives carried automatic couplers, only a little
more than one per cent, of the passenger coaches lacked automatic
couplers, and of 1,991,557 freight cars,
1,901,881
had train brakes, while
1,972,804
of them
had automatic
couplers.
Employes averaged 735 per 100 miles
The
of line, a substantial increase.
total wages and salaries paid was
5

1,796,-336,65-

55,-38- 8

the previous year. Operating expenses
were $1,748,518,814, or considerably
more than $211,000,000 Increase. The
income from operation, or the net
earnings of the railways, aggregated
$840,589,764, exceeding the previous
year by $51,701,868. The total of
$1,127,173,706 income of railways embraces net earnings and income from
lease, Investments and miscellaneous
sources.
aggregated
Dividends
declared
$308,137,924, leaving $141,323,264 as
surplus from the operations of the
year, as against the previous year's
surplus of about $29,000,000 less.
one pasIn the fiscal year of 1907-0senger was killed for every 1,432,631
carried, and one injured for every
carried, a little worse showing
than the previous year. One passenger was killed for every 45,000,000 odd
passenger miles traveled, and one injured for every 2,125,493 miles.

-

8

67,-01- 2

INVENTS

CHURN

IN

DREAM.

Indiana Man Finds Slumber
Him $25,000 Richer.

Makes

Sullivan, Ind. Willis Pratt, a farmer living near Farmersburg, is
$25,000 richer than he was a few days

with all matters of current legislation.
Her home, as long as she maintained
one here, was the center of a little
coterie of brilliant men and women.
In Utica the Shermans have an attractive home in Genesee avenue. The
house stands in several acres of ground
and Mrs. Sherman has surrounded it
with flowers. She has her greenhouses,
which protect the flowers in winter,
and each' time that it has been necessary to leave Utica she has made it a
point never to do so until the last
flower has been taken in and cared for.
Among her intimate friends Mrs.
Sherman has the reputation of being
an ideal housekeeper. She puts up her
own preserves and superintends the
details of her marketing.
Mrs. Sherman was born in the town
which is now her home. She was the
daughter of L. H. Babcock, a prominent lawyer. She attended the Utica
seminary and later became a student
at Balliol school.
Col. Ellakim
Sherrill of the One
New York
Hundred and Twenty-sixtVolunteers, to whom a monument was
erected at Gettysburg some years ago,
was Mrs. Sherman's maternal grandCol. Sherrill was shot and
father.
killed at Gettysburg. Mrs. Sherman's
maternal grandmother was Emily
said to have been a direct descendant of Pocahontas.
If Taft and Sherman win next November the Shermans will return to
Washington and take a house for the
winter. With them will come Mrs.
Sherman's mother, Mrs. Babcock, who
makes her home with Representative
Sherman, and the two sisters of Mrs.
Sherman, Mrs. J. C. De Long and Mrs.
L. B. Moore, may spend the season
here.
The family of Representative and
Mrs. Sherman includes three sons, one
of whom is married and has a charm
ing little daughter, Ellen. This little
maid Is the bright particular star of
the Sherman home and the idol of her
grandparents.
Mrs. Sherman has an
h

to-da- y

ago.
Some time ago

Pratt dreamed three
nights in succession about the construction of an improved churn, and
he set to work and modeled one after
the one pictured in his dreams.
As soon as the model was comThe
pleted he obtained a patent.
other day a churn company of Chicago
asked Pratt to place a price on his in$1,072,386,427.
vention, which he did, putting the figThe passenger traffic exceeded the ure so high that he had little hope of
previous year by almost 76,000,000 per- the company accepting the price. Consons. The freight traffic Increased al- trary to expectations, he received a
most 165,000,000 tons, or 69,718 tons reply that the company would accept
per mile. The passenger revenue per the offer.
mile averaged 2.014 cents, and both
The Undertow.
passenger and freight train earnings
No man or woman of the humblest
per train mile showed an increase.
The gross earnings from the opera- sort can really be strong, gentle, pure
tion of 227,545 miles of line for which and good without the world being betsubstantially complete returns were ter for it, without somebody being
rendered were $2,589,105,578, being helped and comforted by the very exmore than $263,000,000 greater than istence of goodness. Phillips Brooks.

r-- nr

St. Louis The new irrigation law
which was recently passed by the Mexican congress already has led to the
inauguration of a number of Irrigation
projects in different parts of that
country. The fact that the law carries
an appropriation of $25,000,000 to bo
paid in subsidies to those who place
land under Irrigation, serves as an incentive for the establishment of improvements of this character.
One of the largest of these Irrigation
enterprises under the new law is being
financed by a syndicate of St. Louis
men, headed by David R. Francis.
His son. David R. Francis, Jr., is
actively interested In the project, and
has been spending much of his time
in Mexico of late. The concession for
this enterprise provides for the use
of the water of Lake Chápala for irrigating about 500,000 acres of land
adjacent to the lake. The government
will pay a subsidy of $25 per hectare
of 2
acres on all land placed under
Irrigation. It Is stated that a system
of canals and ditches will be built to
cover every part of the tracts of land
that are to be irrigated and that great
electric pumping plants will be installed to raise the water out of the
lake. The cost of the construction oí
the system of Irrigation will be al
most offset by the subsidy.
Primitive methods of Irrigation are
in use in many parts of Mexico. Some
of these irrigating plants have been
in operation continuously for more
than 150 years. The water is raised
by means of cumbersome water wheels
operated by the native peons. The
capacity of the buckets on these
wheels is small, but a considerable
quantity of water is lifted in the

I

I

Primitive Method of Irrigation in Old
Mexico.

course of a day's operation and several acres may be irrigated from one
The demand for modwater wheel.
ern pumping plants has increased very
rapidly during the last few years, and
it is not unusual to see a gasoline engine at work alongside of one of the
antiquated water wheels.
Where Cats Are Welcome.
The god Ptah is said to be worshiped
with ardor in Boston, where the cat is
as much a part of the household as
any of the members. The Egyptians
seemed to think the cat very important to happiness, and Boston can see
no good in that class of society that
is talking about the cat as a breeder
of disease and a destroyer of birds,
and not to be tolerated.

Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Sylviano Roybal, Edward Austin,
Department of the Interior,
Elíseo Austin, Zacearías Mon- United States Land Office,
toya,
all of Gould, .New Mexico.
1908.
N.
7,
M. July
Clayton
'
Edward W. Fox.
Notice is hereby given that Joe
'
815
Register.
Brown, of Roy, N. M., who, on
August 24, 1903,tnade homestead
NOTICE for PUBLICATION
entry No. 4950, .(Serial No. 076)
Department of the Interior,
SW
section 14, NE
for SE
United states Land Office,
NE
N
NW
sívj l
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
23; township 17 n, range 25 e, N.
Notice is hereby given that
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice Warren D. Kinney, of Roy, N. M.
of intention to make final five who, on August 26, 1907; made
jrear proof, to establish claim to homestead entry No. 19349, (Sethe land above described, before rial No. 072) for NW1-4- . section
A. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Commis9, township 21 n, range 27 e, N.
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
on the 24th day of August, 1908. of intention to make final commuClaimant names as witnesses: tation proof, to establish claim to
Louis Lujan, Jose Ma Gallegos, the land above described, before
Dolores Maestas, Hilario Lujan, Alex. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Comall of Sanchez, N. M.
missioner, at his office in Roy, N.
Edward W. Fox. ' M.,.on the 20th day of Aug. 1908.
Register.
.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mrs. L. B. Woods, L. A. Brown,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Shelby Gross, Fred Ogden, all of
, Department of Interior,
Roy, N. M. '
Office',
Ed ward W. Fox.
Clayton N. M. July 7, 1908
Register.
Notice is hereby given that
Jose Urbano Baca, of Albert, N.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
M., who, on December 30, 1901,
Department of the Interior,
made homestead entry No. 3443,
United States Land Office,
NW
(Serial No. 075) for S
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
NE
section 32,
and'. S
Notice is hereby given that
township 20 n, range 28 e, N. M MelvinE. Morse, of Roy, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of who on February 19, 1907. made
intention to make final five year homestead entry No. 15273, (seri
proof . to establish claim to the al no. 07o), for NE
section7.
land above described, before W, ownship 20, range 26E, N. M. P.
H. Willcox, U. S. Court Commis meridian, has filed notice of in
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M tention to make final commuta- on the 25th day of August, 1908 tation proof, to establish claim to
Claimant names as witnesses the land above described, before
Jose Esau Maestas, of Gould, N W. H. Willcox, U. S. Court- Com
M.: Noe Lucero. Jose Leandro missioner, at his office in Roy, N,
Martinez, of Roy, N. M.; Doroteo M. on the 24th day of August,
Garcia, of Albert, N. M.. :
1908...
v
'
Edward W. Fox,
Claimant names" as witnesses:
Register.
.
Rudolph C.
John Schneider,
Mary J.
Lucero,
Grunig,
Toribio
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIOíJ .
Phelps, all of Roy, N. M.
Department of the interior,
EwardW.Fox.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton.N.M
Register.
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Notice is hereby given that
Jose Francisco Garcia for heirs
of Francisco G. Combs, deceased
of Roy. N. M., who, on July 7,
1903. made homestead entry No.
S
4765, (Serial No. 074) for S
section
SE
W
and S
22. township 19 n, range 27 e, N
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
to establish claim to the
land above described, before Ra
fAPl Acruilar. U. S. Court Com
missioner, at his office in Wagon
Mound, N. M., on the 24th day o
Auirust. 1908.
, ; Glaimant names as witnesses:
Trenio Martinez. Nazano Flores,
Daniel Romero, Antonio Mascar- enass, all of Roy, N. M.
,
Edward W Fox,
1--

1--

4

2

1--

2

.

Register

'

' NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the. Interior,
U. S. Land Officé at Clayton.N.M

July 7,

,

1908,

hereby ei ven that
Ansrustin Garcia, of Gould, N. M.
xvhn nn March 7. 1903. made
homestead entry No.'4419, (Seria
SW
NW
No. 073) for SE
NE1-4..Nand
SW
section 2b, .town
SE
NW
ship 19 n, range 29 e, N. M. P
Mpridian. has filed notice of in
tpntion to make final 'five year
nroof. to establish claim to the
land above described,' before W.
H. Willcox. u; B. uourt uommis
sinner, at his office in Roy. N. M
on the 24th day of August, 1908
'
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NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
'

Clayton N. M: July 28th, 1908.
Notice is" hereby given that
La Sarita. Lujan of Roy, N. M.,
who, on September
made
homestead entry (Serial No 0418)
No. 5056, for S
NW
and
S
NE
section 15 township
21 N., range 25 E.. N. M. Meri
dian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land des- cribed.beforeW. H. Wilcox; U
;

24,-1903-

,

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1--

2

Court Commissioner, at his

office in Roy, N. M., on the 7th
day of September, 1908.

Department of tho Interior,
U. S. Land Offiice.
Clayton, N,.M, June 16th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
John B. Tait, of Roy. N. M., who,
on May 27th, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 18032, for lots
7, 8, 9 and 10, section 5, township
20 n, range 26 e, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final commutation proof ,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S.
Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
th day of August, 1908. '
Claimant names as witnesses:
ohn Schneider, Clarence Brown,
Ruben Eastwold, Martin East- -

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Offiice,
NOTICE

.

--

June

1-- 4

to establish claim to the land a- bove described, before A. S.
Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office in Roy, N. M. on the
7th day of September 1908. ,
Claimant names as witnesses;
M. Hughes, J. L. Nicolay, Joe
Fry, L. B. Fry all of Solano, N. M
Edward W. Fox.

Register.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior-UniteStates Land Offiice,
Clayton, N. M. July 28th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Virginia Leal, of Roy, N. M., who
on August 3, 1003, made home
stead entry (0419) No. 4867, for
NE.
NW.
section 24, S.
SE.
section 13, township 19 N.
SW. 1
range 23 E and SW.
section 18, township llJ JN, range
27 E.. N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make fina
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, de
scribed, before A. S. Bushkevitz,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office
in Roy. N. M. on the 7th day of
September 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses
Irenio Martinez, Jose Basciho
Garcia, Antonio Mascaranaes,
Jose Garcia all of Solano, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
d
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13th, 1908.

1908.

4,
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Notice is hereby given th.t Mattie
McGuire, of Abbott, N. M., who,
Notice is hereby given that H.
on March 11th, 1903, made Homt stead
George Kemple, of Solano, N. M. Application No. 7449, for E 2 NE 4
who on February 25, 1907, made Section Si, and Sl-JKbection
homestead entry (0401) No. lo528 33, Township 23 N, Range 24 E, N. M.
has bled notice of inten
section 21, township tionMeridian,
or SW.
to make Final five year proof, to
9 N., range 28 E., N. M. Meri establish claim to the land above
dian, has filed notice of intention described, before A. S. Bushkevitz, at
to make final commutation proof, Rov, New Mexico, on the .1st day of

July 28th,

Clayton, N. M.

1--

1--

,

Claimant names as witnesses;
Paulito Armijo, Raphel Lujan,
gancio Maestas, Juan L. Maes wold, all of Roy, N. M.
tas all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
Register.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
United states Land Office,
Clayton, N. M, July 7, 1908,
Notice is hereby' given that
Gabriel Barros, of Roy, N. M
who, on Decémber 11 1906, made
homestead entry No. 13570, (seri
SE
section
al no.069) for S
SW
15, S
section 14, town
ship, 20 N, range 26 E. N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of in
tention.to make final commutation
proof, to establish Claim to the
land above described, before
Alex. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Com
missioner, at his office in Roy, N
M.onthe 25th day of August 1908
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Juan Casados, Neo Baros, Wil
of the Interior,
Department
lian A. Brummage, Alcario Gri
Land Office,
United
States
ego all of Roy, N. M.
16th, 1908.
Clayton,
N.M.June
Edward W. Fox.
hereby
given
that Ben
Notice
is
Register
iamin F. Correll, of Roy, NV-.Notice for Publication.
who. on February 25, iwi, maae
;
Department of the Interior,
homestead entry, No 15464, for
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. NE
section 9, township 19 n,
June 13th, 1908,
23
range
e, N. M. P. Meridian
Notice is hereby given that Emerson
filed
notice of intention to
has
who,
N..M.,
P. McGuire, of Abbott,
on March 12th, 1903, made Homestead make Final commutation proof, to
SE 4 establish claim to the land above
Application No. 7450, for W
Section ii, Town
and S 2 NE
U. S. Court
shin 23 N. Range 24 E, N. M. P. Me described, before
W.
H.
Willcox, at
Commissioner,
of
intention
filed,
notice
to
has
ridian,
make Final five year proof, to estab his office in Roy. N. M., on the
lish claim to the land above described 5th day of August, 1908.
Bushkevitz, at. Roy, N,
before
Claimant names as witnesses
M.. on the 1st day of August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Wal Harvey S. Beadles, Rudolph C
lace H McGuire, Mrs, S. J. McGuire, Grunig, Filetus .H. Foster, Wil
Sam Melvin, of Van Houghten, n. m. Ham L. Brown, all of Roy. N. M
Chas. Graham, of Abbott, n. m.
Edward W. Fox.
Mannel R. Otero,
Register.
Register,
1-- 2

,

4

2

August,

1908.

(Jlaimant names as witnesses: Wal
lace H. McGuire, Mrs. S. J. McGuire,
Sam Melvin, of Van Houghten, N. M.;
Ghas. Graham, of Abbott, N. M.
Manuel K.- Otero,
Register.

..

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office,
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Mary J. Phelps. of Roy, N. M.
who on February 19, 1907, made
homestead entry No. 15275, (seri
secSE
al no. 068) for E
SW
section 8,
tion 7, W
township 20 N, range 26 E., N. M.
P. meridian, has filed notice of
intentions to make fiinal commutation proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Couut Com
missioner, at his office in Roy, N.
.

1--

M., on

1--

2

1-- 4

2

the 25th day of August

1908.

Claimant names as witnesses;
John Schneider, Melvin E. Morse,
Jacob Floersheim, Charles D.
Scroggins all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
NOTICE for 'PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Iiand Offiice,
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Joe
Brown, of Roy, N. M., who, on
May 11, 1904, made desert land
entry ,No. 173, (serial no. 071) for
SE 1:4, section 23, Lot 5,
NE
NW
W
section 24, township 17 N range 25 E., N. M. P.
has filed notice of inten.ion to
make final commutation proof to
establish claim to the land above
described, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M., on the 24th
day of August 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Louis Lujan, Jose Ma Gallegos,
Dolores Maestas, Hilario Lujan,
all of Sanchez, N. M.
Edward W.Fox.
Register.
1--

1--

4

2

1--
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Some married men are even grateto be even treated like one of the

ful

family.

TABLE DELICACIES

I

IN THE PUBLIC EYE

1

A

PERFECT TERROR.

DISHES THAT ART WORTH ADD,
ING TO THE DAILY MENU.

Gooseberry Pudding a Splendid Des
sert Brown Chicken Fricassee
Flounders In a New

JOHN WORTH KERN

Way.
John Worth Kern, selected by the Democratic
Bryan's
Denver
as
convention at
running mate
Green Gooseberry Pudding. Boil a
in the national campaign of this fall, is conceded
pint of green gooseberries till soft, and
to be the leader of the Indiana Democracy.
to taste. When quite cold mix
Mr. Kern has run several times for governor, sweeten
eggs
in thoroughly four
and each time he was said to have reunited the
a
Butter
of butter.
ounce
one
and
warring factions of the Democratic party and to
thickly
with
sprinkle
it
mold
and
have won over a large Republican following, but
parts of sugar and fine bread
each time he was badly defeated. He was elected equal
city attorney in Kokoino in 1871 and served crumbs, then pour In the gooseberry
puree, being careful not to disturb the
several years. He was elected reporter of tha
casing;
cover the top nearly half an
Indiana supreme court, but was defeated for rewith crumbs and sugar, and
thick
inch
election. He served two terms in the state senate
an
hour. When taken from
bake
for
and one as city attorney of Indianapolis, but some
cover
oven
with a cloth, and only
the
to
Republican always happened to come along
Serve with
when wanted.
turn
out
oust him.
cream.
whipped
or
clotted
weak
not
imply that Mr. Kern is a
This does
Mushrooms Stewed with Cream.
or an unpopular man in his state, for he is neither. Democracy was on the
a
down grade in Indiana when he was coming to the front, and was only kept This is a favorite recipe. Prepare
off the
by
paring
pound
of
mushrooms
,
from dissolution by the phenomenal strength of United States Senator
if
the "tall sycamore of the Wabash," who managed to have a Democratic) ends. Clean and wash well and
and
very
Drain
large
in
halves.
cut
legislature elected just in time to
him to the senate when his term
expired. Since he dropped out of politics just before his death, a little over place in a saucepan with three ounces
ten years ago, Demon acy in Indiana had been practically wiped off the map, of butter. Season with salt and pepper and cook five minutes. Add two
and Mr. Kern has had no more show than would a Democrat in Michigan.
sauce
of the white
tablespoonfuls
a
is
graduate of the University of Michigan, and for a time practiced
He
and
tablespoonful
a
butter
made
from
law in Kokomo, out. later moved to Indianapolis, where he has since lived.
He has n high reputation in hit- - native state, and is a man of considerable per- one of flour, blended, then cooked with
s
cup milk to' a smoooth
sonal magnetism.
cream. ' Add also a half cupful of
sweet cream to the mushrooms, cook
three minutes longer and serve in a
bread
hot dish with eight heart-shapecroutons for garnish.
Winfield Scott Hammond, the man who placed
Sauce for Mushrooms. Put three
he name of Gov. Johnson in nomination for the;
tablespoonfuls olive oil in a saucepresidency, is a member of congress from thfl
of
pan with one teaspoonful each
Second Minnesota district.
minced parsley and anchovies and a
Hammond is the official Johnson nominator. clove
of crushed garlic. Heat five minThis thing of nominating Johnson may almost
have
utes, add to mushrooms that
Ha
be said to have become a habit with him.
been stewed in oil and serve.
nominated Johnson at the Minnesota state convenSauce for Stewed Mushrooms. Peel
tion one time, and to the surprise of a large
remove the stalks from some
and
number of peopl who thought they knew somein
thing about the game of politics the country edl large mushrooms, wash and cut
tablespoonfuls buttwo
halves.
Put
tor was nominated. To the surprise, too, of an
saucepan with two tablespooneven larger number of people, he was elected. ter in a
flour. When blended add a cup
fuls
When his term was out Congressman Hammond
until
arose before another state convention and nomi- and a half hot milk and stir mushAdd the
smooth
thickened.
and
nated him again. This time the outcome was not
rooms, season with salt, pepper and
so unexpected.
When the Minnesota executive made up his mind to let his name go be- a little powdered mace, and simmer
are tenfore the Democratic national convention it was suggested to him that he per- gently until the mushrooms
mit some eloquent orator, some spellbinder of the Hourke Cockran type, to der. When cooked, turn on a hot dish,
garnish with fried croutons or bread
make the nominating speech Cut Mr. Johnson balked.
and serve.
"Out there in St. James, Minn.," he said, "there is a
sort of
Brown Chicken Fricassee. For a
chap who does my nominating just about the way 1 like to have it done. I
brown
chicken fricassee, Creole style,
have had some experience with his brand of nominating, and I don't know
up
cut
the chicken in the usual way
that I have a single objection to make to it. And 1 reckon, when I have any
fry in equal quantities lard and
more nominating to be done, I'll just let. Win Hammond do it, for he's my and
butter until nearly tender and brown.
mascot."
Dredge a little flour into the gravy
Hammond lives in one of the string of towns up in Minnesota that seem and brown. Add a pint of boiling wato have been christened by some pious persons in the intervals between
ter, a small onion minced, a quart of
piaver meetings and Epworth league sessions. He lives in St. James. Gov. potatoes and a small bunch of parsJohnson lives in St. Peter, and when he left there It was to go to St. Paul. ley. Simmer gently an hour or until
Congressman Hammond is Massachusetts-born- ,
a Dartmouth graduate and very tender, and serve with rice. If
when he came west in 1S8I he taught school for six years. Then he began
preferred the rice may be added and
the practice of law. He is cn his first term in the house.
cooked with thp stew.
Flounders in a New Way. Flounders are good fried in the ordinary
way in crumbs or in flour, and especially nice if melted butter seasoned
Levin Irving Handy of Delaware came into with lemon juice and chopped parsley
t
the limelight at the Denver convention after an is passed with them; but here is quite
absence of years, because of his selection by the a new way of cooking them: Wash
managers of Judge George Gray's presidential the flounder and wipe it dry; lay it in
campaign as the man to place the Delaware jurist a roastlng-paon top of two tablebefore the delegates as a candidate for president. spoonfuls
of minced onion, and
Iiesides being a politician and an orator, Mr. sprinkle it with salt and pepper and
Handy has been a newspaper writer, a lecturer a tablespoonful of chopped parsley;
and a school teacher. In 1898 and 1899 he was put it into a very hot oven and baste
the entire congressional delegation of the state of with half a cup of boiling water mixed
Delaware in the lower rouse of congress, nnd for with a tablespoonful of melted butter;
a little while he was the whole delegation in both when brown put the fish on a hot plathouses, during the brief period in which both ter and put a teaspoonful of flour
seats in the senate were vacant. After serving and a small half-cuof hot water into
by the pan, and stir and scrape over the
one term, Handy was defeated for
a Republican and retired to private life.
fire till there is a nice brown gravy,
Mr. Handy was born in Maryland 46 years adding a little kitchen bouquet to
ago, and was educated in the public schools. He taught school in his nativo darken and season it; strain and pour
state and in Delaware, was school superintendent of a county in the latter this over the fish, and serve at once
slate for several years, and later became an editorial writer on Every EvenHarper's Bazar.
ing, a Wilmington daily newspaper.
Clothing Shop of United States.
In preparation for the recent crisis, apparently, he became a public
New York Is now the clothing shop
lecturer, and for a number of years delivered lectures throughout the country
Lower Fifth
upon assorted topics, calculated to appeal to the patrons of the local lycei ;n of the United States.
of
cloak and
center
the
the
avenue
is
1890
1892
was
city.
town
in
till
he
courses
of
Fiom
chairman
the
and
lecture
plnthes manufacturing industry.
Democratic state cendal committee of Delaware.
well-beate-
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Horace Yes, I'm a fearful fellow
when I'm roused.
Maud Really! What time do they
waken you?
CUTICURA

CURED FOUR

Southern Woman Suffered with Itching, Burning Rash Three Little
Babies Had Skin Troubles.
"My baby had a running sore on his
neck and nothing that I did for it took
effect until I used Cuticura. My face
was nearly full of tetter or, some similar skin disease. It would itch and
burn bo that I could hardly stand it.
Two cakes of Cuticura Soap and a box
of Cuticura Ointment cured me. Two
years after it broke out on my hands
and wrist.
Sometimes I would go
nearly crazy for it Itched bo badly. I
went back to my old stand-by- ,
that
had never failed me one Bet of CutiOne
cura Remedies did the work.
Bet also cured my uncle's baby whose
head was a cake of sores, and another
baby who was in the same fix. Mrs.
Llllie Wilcher, 770 Elev?nth St., Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 16, 1907."

Costly Popularity.
France's cruiser Leon Gambetta Is
name'1 after the famous politician,
who died on December 31, 1882. In the
times of his intense popularity Gambetta had an experience which he was
wont to tell against himself. In Paris
admirers unyoked his horses and
dragged the carriage to his house.
Gambetta would narrate this with an
air of pride, and he would add. with
a smile: "But I never saw my horses
again!"

plain-spoke-

The Wife Did It All.
Hewitt Couldn't you get the person you called up by telephone?
Jewett Oh, yes.
Hewitt But I didn't hear you eay
anything.
Jewett It was my wife I called.
We tarnish the splendor of our best
actions by too often speaking of them.

LEVIN IRVING HANDY
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nLlixíríroenno
acts gentlyet promptly on me bowels, cleanses

fhe system ejectuaUy,
assists one in overcoming

habitual constipation
permanently. To get its
beneficial ejects buy
the genuine.
nanujacturcd by the

California
io Syrup Co.
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Thought She Knew Him.
when first
A TERRIBLE CONDITION.
A short time ago a surgeon had
undertaking this work, but immediately arranged a contracted system of her Tortured by Sharp Twinges, Shooting threé leg amputations in a week. The
unusual number caused talk in the
own, which she has found to be adePalm and Dizziness.
surgeon's
household, and his little
quate in every way. About five years
daughter Dorothy was greatly interago she began using the typewriter
518
Center,
Hiram
South Oak ested. A few days after the last operCANDIWIFE OF DEMOCRATIC
trcet, Lake City, Minn., says: "I ation, the surgeon's wife and little
and now has become such a rapid
DATE FOR PRESIDENT.
operator she frequently takes dictation
was so bad with kid- Dorothy were rummaging in the attic.
ney trouble that I In the trunk was found a daguerrotype
direct on the machine.
Mr. Bryan's mail does not comprise
could not straighten depicting a girl about eight years of
up
Has Been of Great Help to Famous all that Is received at Fairvlew, for
after stooping age. The portrait through a peculiwithout sharp pains arity of pose, showed only one leg of
Mrs. Bryan herself dally receives more
Nebraskan Has Studied Law and
shooting through my the subject, the other being doubled
letters than any other woman in the
Been Admitted to Bar
up under her.
back. I had dizzy
land, unless It should be the wife of
Her Home Life.
"Whose picture is that, Mamma?"
was
nervous
Everybody
spells,
Roosevelt.
who
President
asked Dorothy.
and my eyesight afa
"Mine; it was taken when
Lincoln, Neb. Mrs. Bryan, the wife has any sort of a question to ask, confected. The kidney child not much ilder than you are
oE
William Jennings Bryan, Demo- cludes at once Mrs. Bryan is the
secretions were ir- now."
cratic candidate for president of the proper person to whom to apply.
"Did you know papa then?"
an
Bryan
regular and too fre
is
Mrs.
church
ardent
every
confidence,
United States, shaven
"No, dear. Why do youask?"
and Is on all occasions a most reliable worker, giving according to her means, quent. I was in a terrible condition,
"I thought maybe you did, 'cause
lending
cured
always
have
her
Kidney
to
Pills
influence
and
Doan's
but
The
helpmeet by her husband's side.
you've
only got one leg." Delineator.
organizations
perfect
health
enjoyed
where it is me and I have
home life of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan truth- the smaller
fully demonstrates the old adage, "The most needed. When she moved to since."
Put More In.
Falrvlew she attended the little church
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
twain are one.".
One morning, just before starting
Foster-Mllburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
to school, little Bobble, aged six,
Mrs. Bryan is not only a home-make- at Normal, but lately a mission church
years, was watching his mamma put
and man- was established in South Lincoln and
but a
8AVAGE FLING AT AUDIENCE.
up his noon lunch. Suddenly he said :
ages the daily routine at Fairvlew she and her husband severed their con
"Mamma, I wish you'd let Katie put
with utmost system. Whatever inter- nection with the fashionable First
Dlsapprov up my lunch instead of doin' it yourruptions are crowded into the day, the church of the city and placed their Inebriated Orator Resented
self. Won't you?"
al of Hit Condition.
un- - names on the membership roll of the
household machinery remains
"It's no trouble, my dear."
new organization, known as Westmin
"I know."
,
many
of
tlw
statesman
a
"Like
ster church.
"
"Then, why
past," said Senator Beverldge, "h
" 'Cause, mamma, she's got a betCHINESE PIGEON WHISTLES.
drank too much. And one Fourth of ter appetite than you, an' slip puts
July morning, on a platform hung more in." Delineator.
Queer Contrivances by Which Aerial with flags and flowers before
the
Concerts Are Produced.
courthouse of a country town, facing
Hotter Than Hades.
A Hot Springs, South Dakota, man
an audience of farmers and their fam
Among the curious objects included ilies that had come from miles around, met a fellow from Phoenix, Arizona, re1
cently and writes "Smoke Wreathes"
in the Chinese collection recently oh the statesman arose to deliver the Intalned for the American Museum of dependence day oration in a slightly to tell of a little discussion they had
about the weather.
Natural History by Dr. Berthold Lau intoxicated state.
"How'3 the weather in Phoenix?"
fer are samples of the whistles by
"He was not Incapable of an ora
the Hot Springs man.
asked
music-lovinChinese tion, but his unsteady gait, his flushed
means of which
replied the Arizona man.
"Hot,"
obtain pleasing melodies from flocks face and disordered attire spoke 111
"How hot?"
adorned
of pigeons whose tails are
of him, and the audience hissed.
"Well, it's so hoi that a Phoenix man
with the contrivances.
"He held up his hand. They were wno died last week and went to Hades
The Chinese lover of birds does not silent.
Then he laughed scornfully found it so chilly there hé had to send
always confine his pets to cages. When and said:
back for his overcoat." Denver Post.
he goes for a walk he may take a bird
"'Ladies and gentlemen, when a
Misery loves company, but we feel
with him, carrying it on a stick, to statesman of my prominence consents
sorry for the company.
which one of its feet is fastened by a to appear In such a little,
thread long enough to allow it freetown as this, he must be'either drunk
There is still hope for the bachelor
dom of motion. Where the shade of a or crazy. I prefer to be considered an
who
reads the marriage notices.
permits
tree invites him to rest he
Inebriate.' "Washington Star.
the bird to perch on a twig, watching
What Women Have Done.
it hour after hour.
Mrs. M. F. Johnston of Richmond,
Another curious expression of the
pleasure Chinese find in pets is the cp Ind., gave an interesting account at. Dnil II. 'Ut-ill V Deder In nil kinds of
Mrs. William J. Bryan.
( HAM)ISH. Mammith
plication of whistles to a whole flock the Boston biennial of the G. F. W. C.
mulled tree. Corner liith and lake. Penver.
city,
of that
changed and Mrs. Bryan always main of pigeons. These whistles are at of the Art association
REPAIRS of everv known mni
Five nun-- , QTflVF
w IV
young pigeons which is ten years old.
of
tails
to
nr rani'the
tached
Hiuve. furnac
a
exterior.
tains calm
1331
Lawrence. Denver. Phone 725.
year
I'uUen.
dred dollars is appropriated each
It always has been Mrs. Bryan's fer soon after their birth by means of fine
picture, BRUWN PALACE HOTEL
a
of
vent ambition to keep abreast with her copper wire ana wnen tne mras ny for the purchase gives $100
for
council
through
whistles
the
and
blowing
the
wind
the
European I'lnu. 11.80 and Upward.
husband's intellectual progress. This
The standexhibition.'
concert
annual
open-ai- r
a
the
melodious
produces
Hustling young rrmn f r piiylnp
she has accomplished, and in doing bo
pictures and crafts has WANTED proposition. He eren-ere
gives example by precept, for she has for the instruments in one flock are ard in
as we mean huMum
where changed, she says, and in the next few Western Snle Co., 101quired,
Kmplre Uldit., Deivur, Colo.
studied side by side with Mr. Bryan all tuned differently. In Pekln,
years much is expected that will give
In every phase of life's problem in these instruments are manufactured
Ingenuity,
it
the children the opportunity of great- THF COLORADO Tent & Awnine Co íj'íT.
great
and
cleverness
with
which he has at any time been Inter
Good House in the Went. Ore Sack!, Kilter
aerial
er culture and knowledge of art.
enjoy this
(Hulls, Camp mid Lawn Furniture Hummocks,
ested. When Mr. Bryan decided upon is even possible to
1IVU
Lawrence ht.
HlanKets and Conifo.ia.
room.
in
one's
sitting
while
music
law as his profession, then it was that
Kolit. H. Out hull I'res., Uenver, Colo.
INCOME
AND
HEALTH
large
va
seemingly
of
the
In
spite
Mrs.
of
step
in
advance
he took one
two dls
The Denver Business University
Bryan, but it was not to be for long, riety of whistles there are but
Both Kept Up on Scientific Food.
types those consisting of oblong
tinct
Colorado's Greatest School of Shorthand and Bui
Lincoln
to
came
Bryan
Mrs.
when
for
t
lliiililini;, llent Location In Went.
ness. t
by side, and
Shorthand tauirtit hy owner, who Is experienced re
she Immediately beean a course of bamboo tubes placed side
Good sturdy health1 helps one a lot porter; commercial hrunches, hy accountant and
to
attached
of
consisting
tubes
those
law studies, and after graduating was
office man. Full session opens August 31. Student
body or wind chest. They to make .money.
may enter any. time. Addiesa. O. H. ARTI.IH,
admitted to practice in all courts of a gourd
With the loss of health one's income rreshli nt. Cor. V. 37ih Ave. and Bryant Street.
are lacquered in yellow, brown, red
Denver, Colorado.
the state. When asked why she
whistles have is liable to shrink, if not entirely
studied such a dry, musty subject as and black. The tube five
away.
dwindle
tubes.
two or three or else
& CO.,
"law," she modestly declared it was
When a young lady has to make her E. E. BURLINGAME
some sneclmens the five tubes are
Mr,
want
not
iust because she did
good
Is
best
health
her
own
living,
made of horn instead of bamboo.
Rryan to become conversant with
The separate pieces are fastened to asset.
Established in Colorado,18(!8. Samples bymailor
ignorant
was
subject of which she
"I am alone In the world," writes express will recoive prompt and careful attention
by means of fish glue. A razor
gether
She said the course was really easy
SllvorBtllllrtn Refined, Melted and Aii.red
like knife is used for splitting the a Chicago girl, "dependent on my own Cnlri
uum uv win vi unman
OR PURCHASED.
and any woman who has the time
my
living.
a
I
clerk,
and
am
AHB
AMALGAMATION
for
efforts
CONCENTRATION,
bamboo sticks and a chisel to break
could do as she has done.
ap100
lbs. to carload lots.
ago
through
close
about two years
general
the
For
pieces.
the
harder
CYANIUc
Itbla
Write for terms
Mrs. Bryan leads a very active and
plication to work and a boarding
work a dozen spatulas are required
Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.
8
busy life, but having everything so
Innervous
and awls are - used for drilling the house diet, I became a
well systematized, manages to keep
valid, and got so bad off it was almost
small mouthpieces.
ahead of her work. She has for
impossible for me to stay in the office
especially
the
whistles,
of
the
Some
number of years had entire charge of
a half day at a time.
much
in
require
skill
ones,
smaller
Mr. Bryan's personal correspondence
. "A friend suggested to me the Idea
One workman is said
making.
their
and has been what he calls his "con
which I did,
of trying Grape-Nutout
three
about
turn
to
able
to
be
fldential secretary." Just now Mr,
shows the dif- making this food a large part of at
which
day,
a
specimens
Bryan's official stenographer, who has
least two meals a day.
ficulty of the work.
helped in previous campaigns, is
"Today I am free from brain-tire- ,
resident at Fairvlew, but this does not
Idaho Actor's Wardrobe.
dyspepsia, and all the 1118 of an
relieve Mrs. Bryan from looking after
Tommy Post, one of the many stage overworked and Improperly nourished
correspondence folk living at the house on Grove
Mr. Bryan's private
I owe The Larneat Weatern Department Store
brain and body. To Grape-Nut- s
and Mall Order Houae,
She takes up the consideration of the street burned recently, was the heavthe recovery of my health, and the
breakfast, iest loser of the actors stopping there. ability to retain my position and inmail immediately after
40,000 People Shop here by Mail
which, by the way, is a very early He lost a nightshirt and a red bancome." "There's a Reason." .
We are pleasing others. We can
meal for Mrs. Bryan, as she is usually dana handkerchief, and the leg of one
Name given by Postum Co., Battle please you.
about the house planning various lines of his trousers was water-soakeReturn anything that disappoints.
He Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
"
Ask tor our AlHil Order Bulletin.
of work and outlining her duties for will take immediate steps to replenish
in pkgs.
the day at five o'clock in the morning bis wardrobe. Idaho Statesman:
Ever read the above letter? A new
Mr. Bryan dictates his letters to Mrs
one appears from time to time. They
Mrs,
as"
suia rule his editorials.
Bryan and
The starfish, netted, commits
are genuine, true; and full of human
Denver, Colorado,
Bryan did not attempt to learn any de cide.
It dissolves into many pieces, Interest.
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T.i3 slnllo,v3'itp3ri3Q is ofo3n the
deepest in debt.

Des Moines Visfted
By Disastrous

O O

Des Moines, N, M., July
large mercantile store of the

Fire.

28-- The

Floer-

sheim Blackwell Mercantile company
Louis Bays of Tucumcari was in here was totally destroyed by fire.
Services at the school house next town Thursday and Friday on busi- The store was one of ihe largest of its
kind in the territary' and the loss will
Sunday, August 2 at 11 A. M. and 8 ness.
reach about $50.000, which is partially
P. M. Rsv. RissíI will preai'i.
D. M. and Clyde Talbot of Solano
covered by insurance; How the blaze
The successful farmer must be jack were in town on business, Wednesday'.
started is a mystery. The flames were
of all trades and complete master of
kept from spreading with' great diffiRoos
is
from
moving
Edgar
Wells
the art of farming1.
culty.
.' ,
evelt street to Main street. ;,
Some people are born great others
J. L. Neece left Thursday ; for his
achieve greatnsss, and some manage
;
Too Much Mud In Omaha.
in S inset, Texas.
home
to dodge it by msans of an anti-f'

!:

at

MORE' RAIN AND GOOD CROPS.
The last two weeks have set about a
great change. ' About two weeks ago
good rains fell' and started the crops1
to growing more rapidly than one can
believe Cora in some places has
grown from 20 to 30 inches in the last
two weeks, and grass has come to the
front in a wonderful manner.
So
much encouraged have the farmers
been that they have gone to planting
more crop, and many acres of milo
maze and beans have been planted
this week. Beans planted a week ago
have, sprung up and are now three or
..
four inches in height.
.
The rains are now started and from
now on we shall have plenty of moisture. Good rains fell Thursday and
Thursday night, which will keep the
crops growing as' they have been . in
the past two weeks.
Roy is fast coming to the front, two
new business places opening up this
week.
Our town and comuniiy is
make up of energetic people, who have

Omaha, ,Neb. Omaha people have
Mrs. Hetta Lewis returned Monday
31 tons of mud every day,
drinking
Fred Ogden is somewhat indisposed from a visit with friends at Dawson. according to the testimony, of
the city
and is off duty from the Spanish
Mrs. W. P. Tindall left Wednesday chemisj, given in a suit .wherein the
I. C. Floersheim is for an extended visit with her mother
American force.
city is, protesting the bills of the Oma
assisting in Fred's place.
in Fruitfand, Texas.
ha Water company because of impure
Frank McDaniels is moving his
J. L. Wakefield arrived Monday , water furnished. During the year
steam drill to Mr. Spry's place north from his home in Fair Play, Mo. to Omaha people drank 11,315 tons of
west of town, where he expects to drill build upon and improve his claim sediment, the chemist said.
a well.
The Omaha water supply is taken
near Mesteno.
the Missouri river, the muddiest
from
Edwin Gould, son of the' late Jay
had faith in our country and have
P. L. Dawson a traveling salesman
stream in thecountry. Although alum
premagnate
and
a
railroad
Gould,
stayed with it until it has warranted
from Trinidad Colo., was calling on
is used in settling the water, and five
dicts an advance of frieght rates or a local merchants Wednesday.
their faith. Although! some have
different settling basins are contained left they
cut in the wages of the laborers,
will return. in a short time,
Harry Todd, traveling salesman for in the battery of the reservoirs, yet aggreeabjey surprised- with the change
Helen, the little daughter of Mr. and the Warbenburg Merc. Co. of Trini- the water as it comes from the mains
in things. ,
'''",''."
Mrs. L. E. Alldredge, who for some
dad, spent Thursday in our city in the is murky.
time has bean suffering with congesThe water commissioners are refus
interests of his firm.
tion of the stomach is reported much
ing payment of the water bills for the The Steam Plow formerly owned by.
Mrs.Hetta Lewis left Tlvrsday for last four year. .. .
Robt. Grunig was loaded and shipped
improved.
'..
a visit with friends in Denver. Mrs.'
to Denver, Colorado Thursday.
The Convention of the Independent Lewis was well pleased with our
Party met in Chicago July 28, and country and expects to return soon.
Indications Show That Andrews Will 'The base ball team , which journed
to Solano-las- t
nominated Thomas L. Hisgen ofMass-achusettSaturday, kept up
Get Nomination.
Geo. Mander, who for some time
Roys, old record by defeating the team
for president, and John
All indications point that W. H.' at
Temple Graves of Georgia for vice has been here looking after the interthat place by the score of 7 tol. .'
is going to get the nominAndrews
Co.,
Plow
Steam
Reeves
of
ests
the
president.
E. H. Gunn preached a farewell
ation at Santa Fe.
The Goverment is very strict in iU. departed Thursday for Denver.
sermpn to a large and v appreciative
the
claim
Some
of
that
politicians
It if The Giles Bros, from about Clayton
laws regarding mail matters.
audience, Sunday, evening. Mr.' Gunn
unlawfull for one tp drop papers in have been in Roy and the surround Andrews is not the proper man to beat has
oíd his interests here and, left
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